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This booklet sets forth the effect of mountainous terrain conditions
on the organization and conduct of reconnaissance in modern war. It contaias recommendations and methods for the surmounting of various obstacles
by scouts. It gives features of small reconnaissance unit actions in observation, raids, ambush, operations in the enemy rear, and of the composition of reconnaissance detachments and reconnaissance groups as well.
This booklet is intended for soldiers, non-commissioned officers and
officers of Army units, students in military schools and reserve officers.
Preface
Skillful use of the features of mountainous terra2 , physical, fitness
of personnel and ability to overcoiie any obstacle give a significant advan-.
tage t, units and, during decisive, bold and persistent actions, help to
defeat the enemy.
Successful actions by scouts in mountains depends on thorough training, endurance, experience and persistence in overcoming obstacles. The
-conduct of reconnaissance in mountains also requires of the unit continual
battle readiness, skill in defendilng itself against enemy nuclear weapons
and in negotiating terrain areas contaminated with radioactive substances.

Conditions in mountainous terrain demand intelligence, rather than unimaginative and mechanical actions, not only from officers, but from every
scout and every reconnaissance unit sent on reconnaissance.

This is why, for successful actions in mountains, a thorough mastery
-of all features of mountainous terrain is necessary.
An able scout can make mountains his trusty ally in combat operations,

so that they "double the strength o' the brave and deny aid to the weak."
A great range of military actions in mountains took place in earlier
wars, especially during World War-If, This convinces us that, for well-
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trained scouts, impregnable mountains and inaccessible places in moun' ains

do not exist. Notwithstanding the numerous difficulties of fighting in
mountains, Soviet Aimy soldiers, like the Russian soldiers of Suvorov's
time, fear-no mountaips at all. Soviet warriors p.. d this to the whole
world when, in World War II,under the most difficult conditions, they beat
the Fascist invaders .i the mountains of the Caucasus,-Crimea and Carpathia.
However,•actions of scouts in mountainous terrain become much more
complicated. A scout who ib not prepared for action in mountains, is untrained and physically weak, will stand before every, even insignificant,
obstacle and spend time and strength ove-coming it which he still will need.
At the same time, mountainous terrain provides excellent conditions
for conducting reconnaissance. Mountainsfavor secret movement of scouts,
and provide excellent conditions for actions in the enemy rear, as well as
for organization and conduct of raids and
Ishes.

1

Scanty road networks, sharply broken mountain re'ief, a large inber:
of areas masked from fire and hidden approaches provide e.celent.'cond-- -:
tions for action in enemy positions.

.

-

To achieve success in reconnaissance in mountains). it .is

_.know

-

necessury t.:

.

-

well the features of mountainous tarrain and conditions which affect
both the conduct of reconaiss arnce andtho tactic-al employment of all arms
of the service.

"

The history of earlier wars:-g!Tes many instanceswhen actions of
scouts in mountains ended in failuxe because of ignorance-of mountainous
terrain and inability to operate. .underthese conditions. "
This is why, ii-military tralwing of scouts in mountain activit"es,
these features must'be taken into a~count and the-trainig conducted in

specific situations, as close as possible co those of combat.-

-

"

Mountainous terrain :and its influence on organization and conduct of reconnaissance

--

,-:

-
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Features of mountainous terrain
Mountainous cerrain has a great influence, both on the conduct of
combat operations by all arms of the service and on the conduct of reconnaissance.
It is characterized by sharply broken relief, the presence of almost

impassable natural obstacles and ease of losing directions, a very small
number of roads and populated places, a very great variety in climate and
vegetation, the possibility of occurrence of rockfalls, avalanches, landslides mid storms, flash flooding, as well as the prevalence of rocky soil,
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The passability of mountains depends on the arrangement of ridge systems and their spurs, valleys and gorges. The best passability is in mountainous terrain with parallel ridges and open, longitudinal valleys.

a

Medium passability appears in mountainous terrain, as a basic ridge
with diverging secondary spurs. These spurs are cut by transverse valleys,
the headwaters of which cut into the main ridge crest to form saddles. The
lowest saddles offer the most convenient crossing places.
The least passable mountainous terrain has ridges radiating in all directions from a central, difficult, Alpine massif. Such terrain must be
crossed at high altitudes, usually with no roads, by steep, bare or snowand ice-covered slopes.
Mountains are classed as low, medium-altitude and high.
Low mountains have altitudes of up to 800-1000 m. They are the most
passable. Such mountains have smooth relief -- rounded summits and gentle
slopes. Among the low mountains are the central Urals, the northern
ridges of the Caucasus foothills, the mountains of the Kol'skiy Peninsula
and others.
S'

Medium-altitude mountains have altitudes of 1000-2000 m (Fig. 1).
They also are distinguished by gentle and rounded forms, covered by shrubs
and forest. Passes over these mountains are located at altitudes of 700 m
and higher. Among such mountains are included t:.- mountains of the Crimea,
Carpathia, Sikhote-Alinya and others.

Fig. 1:

General view of medium-altitude mourwzains

High mountains -- these steep and extremely broken heights have altitudes of 2000 m and higher (Fig. 2). They are characterized by the prosence of perpetual snow and glaciers on the summits and ridge crests.
.,Passes over these mountains are located at altitudes of from 1000 to 3000 m
and more. Among such mountains are included the Great Caucasus range,
Pamirs, Tyan'-Shan and others.
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However, the passability of me'intains depends not only on their altitudes, but first and foremost on ae steepness of their slopes, the pros-

ence of precipices, chasms, crevices, ro,!ky areas, talus, landslides, snow
fields and glaciers, as well as the presence and condition of road nets.
Therefore, any commander, organizing a reconnaissance in the mountains,
must allow for these relief features and, accordingly, determine the necessary force and means for the reconnaissance.

e;,g...2..Generalview ou
rrr

,

Fig.-2:

General view of high mountains

Climate of mountainous regions.
Mountainous regions have greatly varied and harsh climates. They are
characterized by significant temperature variations, depending on the altitude of the area and time of day, as well as on the sharpness and frequency
of weather changes.
In the course of one day, at the same altitude in the mountains, there
are sharp changes in temperature. Thea are especially sharp drops in temperature after sunset and when clouds appear. At heights of greater than
2000 m the days are warm, but at night standing water freezes. Sharp drops
in temperatures in the mountains bring on gale winds, sometimes reachinp
hurricane force (wind speeds of 10-12 m/sec), Snow storms also are chaiacteristic of mountainous terrain. Strong winds in the mountains make scout
movements more difficult and in winter conditions they intensify the cold,
[".bitten. so that it is necessary to take measures against personnel being frostStrong sunshine in clear weather frequently causes face burns and, in

the presence of snow in mountains, may cause temporary blindness.

There are frequent cloudbursts in the mountains. Due to the steep
and extremely broken relief, the water flows swiftly from the mourtain
slopes to the valleys and gorges, which causes considerable destruction and
creates obstacles to military operations. During rains the ravines become
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full, making crossing difficult, and the paths, grassy slopes and rocks become slippe.ry. It is, therefore, necessary to take measures for the safety
of scouts descending the mountain slopes and rocks. Soaked clothing hinders scout movements, makes it easier to take cold, and, at zero temperatures, makes it easier to become frostbitten.
Fog in mountains, especially in winter, is the normal phenomenon.
Mountain tops and slopes are quicly closed in with such thick fog, that all
observation and orientation by landmarks is ruled out. Fogs persist longest of all in gorges and hollows.
At high altitudes in mountainous terrain (above 2000 m), the human organism experiences some oxygen shortage, and this increases the heartbeat
and brings on dizziness. When personnel, especially those with little
training, are much fatigued, they come down with mountain, sickness (the
symptoms of which are headache, nausea, buzzing in the ears, and physical
weakness). That is why the physically strongest soldiers, who are trained
ahead of time for operations under mountain conditions, are. selected for a
recoinaissance unit complement.

Loxygen

In addition, in organization and conduct of reconnaissance in mountains, it must be taken into account that, because of the insufficiency of
and lower atmospheric pressure, a longer time and more heat are required for hot food preparation and for mechanical transport -- more fuel
than under normal conditions.
Every officer, and especially reconnaissance officers, must recognize
signs of changing weather in mountains and immediately take necessary steps

for security of military operations and protection,of the unit.

Thus, for

example, twinkling stars toward morning, lifting .fog, red sky in the morning, temperature drop during morning hours, dimiwing sunlight -- all of
these are heralds of deteriorating weather.
As for signs of improving weather in mountains, rod sky at night and
in the valleys -- temperature drop in the evehing hours, evening iog and

cold nights, clear sky, morning dew, haze and concealed mountain tops ap-

...

pear.

Signs of an approaching thunderstorm/include the appearance of masses
of cumulus clouds up to 2-3 hours before/it begins.

/

Natural dangers in mountains
In mountains, especially in higV mountain regions, natural obstacles
may suddenly spring up as the result/ of Tockfalls, landslides or avalanches. These ovents are dange'ou ; therefore, scouts operating in mouitains seek to knoN the causes of tvese obstacles and the signs of their o.urrece, and to ..sow how to take wrecautionary measures
good time.

il
UI

i/
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Rockfalls, avalandes, landslides and so forth are dangerous for those
who do not know when and from where they might come and how to escape them.
Rockfalls.
Under the influence of various factors a,gradual deterioration of the
mountain rock takes place, so that it becomes unstable and fragile. Rockfalls occur most often as a result of thawing snow, heavy cloudbursts, hard
frosts, alternation of heat and cold, and from the effect of the wind. As
they fall, rocks fall onto unstable rock, causing rockfalls. If a scout
finds himself in a place of possible rockfalls, he will want to know what
safety measures to take, and, better yet, how to bypass them, because the
slightest carelessness might cause an accident or even prevent fulfillment
of his assigned mission.
Avalanches -- these are masses of snow, sliding down mountain s'opes
with great speed and sometimes having great destructive force. They may
occur any time of the year, but most often in winter. There is a danger of
avalanches on slopes of 20 degrees or more and, if the slopes are bare,
without trees and shrubs -- then more gently sloping.

Mountain roads
In mountain regions the number of roads is very limited. Existing
roads, as a rule, are narrow, twisting, and have very steep grades. Their
trafficability changes sharply, depending on meteorological conditions.
During movement on mountain roads, personnel of reconnaissance units become
very fatigued, vehicles and military equipment wear out more quickly than
along roads in normal situations, and speed of movement decreases. The
better sections of roads in mountains are fouud in valleys and on rocky
ridges. Some sections of road, for example,those along natural and artificial cornices and lodges, are narrow mid are easily destroled.
The condition of mountain roads (paths) depends on the time of year,

weather md even on their maintenance.

One and the same mountain road, at

one time of the year will be passable for motor transportationi, and at anothor time, due to slush, snowdrifts or ice cover, may be difficult for even
men and pack animals. Pack trails usually have steep grades, sharp turns,
and frequently cross procipices. Movement along such trails is one man at
at time; it tsk, a great deal of energy and lots of time.
Moreover, in the mountains one may often encounter mountain paths
worn mid used by local residents; cheir passability is no different than
that of pack trails an they do not go deep into the mountains, but into
populated places.
Cross-country movement in mountainous torrain makes scoot activities
much more lifficult, quickly fatiguing. the scouts and slotng the tempo of
their roconnaissance. This is. why it is necessary to ewphasize once. tre
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the need for rigorous hardening, physical preparation and endurance, as

well as skill of scouts in overcoming various mountain obstacles.
Mountain rivers
Rivers and streams affect reconnaissance unit actions to a significant
degree in mountain regions.
The width, depth and speed of mountain rivers is not constant; they
change according to the amount of precipitation and the time of year. The
banks of mountain rivers are most often steep, rocky and abrupt; closer to
the valleys the banks are more gently sloping. In -iemajority of cases,
the bottoms of mountain rivers are rocky; where rivers discharge from the

mountains into valleys, the bottoms become less rocky, and sometimes in
such places silted bottoms may be encountered.

In rivers with rocky bottoms the water is always transparent and the
bottoms are easily visible. In piaces with silted bottoms the water will
be so turbid that it will be absolutely impossible to see a place where it
w.1l be safe to cross the river.

*

The majority of mountain rivers have several branches. One of them
will appear to be the main branch and is characteristically deep, while the
other enos, depending on the time of year, may be dry, but they can always
be distinguished, since their bottoms are littered with rock or covered by
silt. During rains or during the spring floods these branches run full,
Therefore, scouts operating in such places must rewrl-4r that, when crossing the main branch they may sometimes have to find a place. to cross several other branches.
Mountain streams are characteristically shallow or completely dry in
winter and in warm weather, but when the snow is melting and when there is
abundant proclpi' .tton shaillow rivers are transformed into full and violent
ones, and fording them often becomes very difficult, In summer and fall
the water level in mountain rivers depends on the amounc of precipitation.
Depending oin the abundance of precipitation, water levels may rise by 1-3
Sin a very short time, In times of rising attr levels, crossing mountain
rivers calls for particular caution,
since the current speed reaches 4-6
rm/soc. 11te force of the cirerout becomes so great that the stream can roll
large boulders and masses of small stones along the bottom. Theflow of
mountain rivers is accomp'raied by a loud noise, sometimes so loud that it
can be heard 2-3 km away, and the same river noise can be so louO that in
the immediate neighborhood it is sometimes impossible to hear a oww"s voice
or ovenl rifle fire.
Fords over mountain rivers are very changeable, as' eially during perits of heavy precipitation, when tha violent flow of water continuously
shifts stones on tile bottom, with the result that, where today th er may
have boon a good ford, tomorrow there may be great depth, vith all fording.
ruled out. In-winter, momtain streams, becauso of their swift currents,

7..
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never freeze, but usually have a light flow and do not appear to be
serious obstacles.
Effect of mountainous terrain on the damage effects of nuclear weapons and
protection against them
In organizing a reconnaissance in mountains, it must be considered
that nuclear weapons damage and defense against them have several peculiarities in comparison with nuclear weapon effects on level terrain. These
peculiarities affect organization, as well as conduct, of reconnaissance.
The sharply broken character of mountain terrain decreases the influence
from the
of light and penetrating radiations, and the radius of damage
shock wave uf a nuclear explosion. At the same time,
effectiveness of
nuclear explosions, especially in narrow valleys, passes and gorges, as well
as on the steep slopes of mountains, may be increased as the result of mulleading to significant local increases
tiple reflections of shock waves,
in dstruction. Therefore, the commander of a reconnaissance unit
must give particular attention to providing organizational protection from
nuclear weapons and other means of mass destruction during activities of
the scouts, along roads, in valleys, canyons, ravines and on passes. In
mountainous terrain nuclear explosions may cause landslides, talus slides,
roclkfalls and avalanches which increase the degree of destruction and significantly increase the difficulty of operations by reeonnai sa.Mco units in
solving the problem set before them.
Radioactive contamination of mounitain areas is n(t uniform, Air curvalleys and gorges;
rents in mountainous torrain normally flow along long
therefore, the radioactive contamination in those places will be heavier
than in elevated sectors,

.

Dense deciduous forests in mountains doeroas0 the destructive effect
of dhock waves; in addition, forest protects against light radlttions.
Since radioactive substances settle in.the treetops, the degree of radioactive contmination. in large forestod areas in the mountains is dcereased,
At the same time, when dry litter, winldfallen twigs and braiches, and dry
loaves are present, light radiation tay cause many fires. Usually fims
spring up on the edges of wods, in cleared areas and in glades;.
Scouts must remember taat, in wountains, natural shelter from the -of
fects f nuclear ox, losions may be found in deep hollows, narro w and deep
ravinies, as well as in foxholos, which cut down the lussos in. personnel,
. .capotsand equipment.
Inability to take protective measures fro, nuclear weapons and to use
the terrain for this purpose aggravates already groat difficulties with

which scouts meo. in the woutains, and may load to .failure to fulfil the
assignod mission.

%p

-.
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Mountain movements
Limited numbers of roads in mountains makes troop movements very difficult. Movement in the absence of roads and trails across heights, gorges
and passes is difficult even for small reconnaissance detachments.
A great expenditure of time is required for scouts to move a short distance, because movement is principally climbing up and down, and it takes
great physical effort. This circumstance must be considered when setting
the time required for fulfilment of a lissiOnby a reconnaissance unit.
Movement in mountain regions is complicated by the difficulty of orienting oneself, due to the absence oL distinctive reference points, the
similarity of ground features, thyi srall number of roads and populated places and the occurrence of thick fogs. lhe difficulty of movement also is
increased by sudden changes in air temperature during rain, thunderstoras,
snowstoius, winter and so forth.
Scouts moving in mountains absoultely must be able to climb rocks, iceand snow-covered peaks, to traverse gorgos , mountain rivers and so forth,
and, in short, havt the skill of a good alpinist,
Scouts in mountainous and forested mouutaiu terrain, dopunding on conditions and tasks facing thom., move over .outain, forest wd dirt roads
and trails, as well as off them,
Movement by road or trail, in the mountains A vay advatageous fro
the standpoiiit of saving time anid cons.rving physical str-ngth. 'However,
scots c n take advantage of them only When they ire ConfIodent thal they
Will not fatl into enemy abt|huies.
i rofor, use of tftountaiii reads and

*
.

trails is recsede oyill rarO CITCUMStaneS:
area, 140n leaving the iit
force of ther
i

movifg in onM'S OW4n wiit.

tal position mnd during. movem"nt of the #ain
leeiet (rdottaissanco-detarhmet).

In propovly setting up a reunossancc missiwb it is necessnry to

knaut thle rat;,A i ve4 ent of
it .s nalio
d%".idong on, th

rtcwtaissanc tuit *u roufltolutfl terrain.

-to eo that te notomint rate in mouot- m vgr iCes
character of-thte trraint, steepmotnes of grades,' weather

Con1ditions, season1 and tive of -day.

Upcrietwce duringf World Wear 11 an1d ino

post-war ilicAry
ce
s shows that the averag earch rtte on dirt rads
w. sloss of up to 20 decreaes to a rcAimr of 2-4 kMhr, and Ont stoepr

slopOS to no0t Wre thant I-I .S Valbr.

*truils"
-*.:

Rogardinfg. L.XovOdw'jt Over Aotiitatiin
With slopes of up to UP, the march rate may be vto tore than*4O0-SOO
-/hr, and in winter coditiows even slotCer,
Whom Scouts uOve ill atared personel carlers in tuntainS, vehicle
lspeeds will vary: on straight sections with good vislbilitv srtid aay 11et
eaced 30-35 km/hr; u" grades of tre
than 10% no iore than 15-20 kW/hr;
downt similar grades, 7-8 ku/r; on cures, not over S kbWhr; on very .lipfi g, no more than S ku/hr.
_-.r sections. not over 10-15 WLhr; and
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During foot movement over mountain trails, the pace must be uniform and
the steps of medimn length; the feet must be firmly planted at each step.
The steeper the road or trail, the more necessary it becomes to use the
hands while climbing, holding on to fin rock outcrops, branches of bushes
or trees, or grass.
Rain, snow or heavy frost causes considerable deterioration of the condition of mountain trails, so that scout movements on them are made even
more difficult. Therefore, movement under these conditions must be even
more cautious, distances between scouts are increased and measures for unit
and individual safety are taken.
In choosing the movement route of scouts in mountains, consideration
must be given to the nature of enemy activities and to the status of their
own forces and of the reconnaissance mission being carried out.
Movement on mountain roads and trails,, by comparison with off-road
movement in mountains, is less fatiguiag to scouts and permits accomplishment of the reconnaissance mission in a much snorter time, and this is a
very inportant factor for scouts.
Therefort, if a rtconnissance uit has to conduct. a recotnaissance,
is a considerable distance fro hirm and
is not in contact with the ene,
from. a rxgion in which there is a iiklAihood of "ivetitngthQ enemy, it is
expedient to move by mountain xoads and traits, intaining vigilacO.
However, if our for&, find themselves In contact with the enemy or
wney,movetment by moutain
to ie date contact with the
an are close
1
ntmt,since the enemv
roads an trails is ore dangerous than off-road mov
wiltI conduct a doubled watch ovr tim on rodds, bring fire of ai fkids of
w.apo s to ear on Mo, mdue nvpzrate sections. cotlruc.t obstr:etns, par-

ift

:"Cularly in hoI low1 and deft les, aid will ,r up utushes in the probable
,wr to, under hwse coM thi., it
.- rocrit(m of ov et of our Aaooiots.
is Uxzewdiont for scoats, to ove. not on it.'ntain roads ad trails, but r..
theta, that is, over lhew lopws or Rneights and gorges, not leatag the Necit'

"aissadnce objfctive out of their' ftiod of -vl.sion..
Any part otmtainfou terndrin favors the setting op of-t,.hes by
1
r4C
fulI, ald
he sjwiV C Aly v.tzi a4nt ald
emy;
-lifthe
t-herfo, rts mot N
w-tu Acrosgorges, bridges, pa es and thick underbrush twutt he m:ae
Olly after they have bven thormlgly surveyed.

:

,.In
all c.ass, .hen seecting -. roote of .arci, the specfic -actital

-itvatit
tast be considerd:. At

skillful ivute selection anay Leak to

miss ion fgilurd ad to casualties.
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tins i the Catrathians, concerns a .?conn;iiance unit of 10 ilen, who wcre
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of movement of enemy forces on designated roads, and, if possible,
prisoners. The group successfully crossed the front line by night and continued by road toward the designated point, without taking sufficiently effective security measures. At dawn, approximately 10 km behind the front
lines, the group
fell into an ambush set up by the enemy in aravine near
a bridge. As a result of this sudden enemy attack, the scouts, losing two
dead: had to retreat into the mountains and not until morning of the following day did they return to their own positions, without having fulfilled
their assigned mission. This is what happened because of an unwise route
selection and poor organization of the reconaissan; mission. If the group
comimnd-r, after crossing the front lines, had not taken the easy route,
had organized a cross-country approach to the objective and, most important,
appropriate security measures, then probably the scouts would have avoided
the enemy ambush and would have completed their assigned mission.
When moving throug. .nfamiliar mountain-forest regions, it is useful to
mark slopes or large rocks, bend down branches, pile stones or bunches of
grass in a predetermined manner and so forth; in returning, this helps to
insu1re movement ifithe proper direction.

i

Moving through mountains with rich vegetative cover near the enemy,
scouts must listen intently for the slightest rustle or sound and be able
to distinguish the natural sound of water, leaves and so forth from the ;-72tificial ones made by the enemy.
Paths along high crescs or across summits which are under enemy observation, and the crests and summits themselves, must be followed on the revel'se slopes -- hidden, crawling and using little clefts and depressions.
On not-so-steep, grass-covered slopes movement is "head on," with the
feet placed in "herringbone fashion." If the slope is greater than 400, it
is necessary to move "sidestep," alternately leading with the right foot,
then with the left foot, or in "zigzag" (Fig. 3). When ascending, the body
is slightly inclined forward, and the feet must be placed firmly on the
ground. If the slope is very steep, then it is necessary to ascend on all
fours, holding onto grass or stable rock outcrops. In order to prevent
slipping on steep slopes, if the scouts do not have special boots, wrapping
the bcots vith rope or wire is recommended (Fig. 4).

When descending keep the knees slightly bent and step on the full foot
or on the heels.

When crawling along grass-covered slopes one should not

grasp insecurely fixed objects. The descent is carried out leaning on the
stoinach or back against the slope, feet down (Fig. 5).
*

If the mountain slope is covered with rock or talus, scouts must be
very careful and alert, since falling rocks may injure those below and,
moreover, the noise of the falling rocks may attract enemy attention, On
grass-covered slopes (especially after rains), and on ice-covered slopes

iI

the danger becomes even greater.
~in

If possible, it is wiser to avoid areas

the mountains which are subject to landslides.
-11.-

In areas where danger threatens the scouts, they must take individual
protective measures. A dependable implement for individual protection is
the ice axe or an ordinary stake about 1-1.5 m long. With the ice axe
(Fig. 6) steus can be cut into the ice to keep oneself from falling down
the slope.

: ....

-.,

, l
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Fig. 3:

Fig. 4:

t

"Zigzagcemountain ascent

Wire or rope boot
wrappings

The small combat engineer shovel may be used for individual protection.
The shovel may be used to cut steps in the slope, or be stuck into a crevice and the smooth handle ussd as a step.
Scouts may encounter cliffs as they pursue their assigned mission in
the mountains. Traversing cliffs is exhausting, difficult and requires a
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} considerable amount of time. For traversing cliffs the most advantageous
general direction is chosen, and hand and foot supports are chosen on the

1

section immediately ahead. The hands are used to maintain equilibrium and
as auxiliary supports. The traverse is made uniformly, slowly, without
jerking and always keeping oneself fully supported. Before grasping a pro-

jection on the clitf, it is necessary to make sure it is safe, and only after this .nay one use it.
-

-
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Fig. 5: Descent by crawling.
with back to slope

Fig. 6:

Ice axe

On cliff sections where scouts are in danger of falling, they must tie
lS less than- three men per unit to inthemselves together with rope, with no
sure each other's safety. In doing this the lead man must be the most ex-

5" '

i
i

perienced and the strongest physically, because he must select the method
of traverse and the least difficult part of the route.

.

In crossing especially difficult section of mountains, scouts must
free themselves of ufinecessary weight. The distance between scouts moving
tied together il41 by 3-5 m on the axverage.

During movement across steep or even sheer cliffs and on slippery sections, as a rule, the foot must be placed flat against the horizontal, incdined or vertical surface (Fig. 7), with the full weight directed perpendicular to the supporting surface.

A

-

~A

-'

V,~

A

Fig. 7:

2

A

Foot positions on rock footholds

For movements over steep slopes, or in ascending or descending cliffs,
ordinary, but strong, rope may be used. The simplest method of ascent with
the aid of a rope is step-by-step up the slope (Fig. 8). In descending,
the rope is used this way: fold it in two, fasten it around a strong support at the top of the cliff and, holding the rope with both hands, lower
oneself. In ascending a cliff, it is expedient to use a rope ladder (Fig.

(Fig. 9) or two rope stirrups (Fig. 10).
Icy slopes of 40-50 and over are climbed with the help of crampons
and ice axe. For this, one must know how to use these means. Crampons
must be put flat against the surface (Fig. 11), so that all of the spikes
penetratr the ice. When climbing gentler slopes, the feet may be placed at
an angle -- "herringbone style" (Fig. 12); on medium slopes it is convenient to move in "zigzag style" (Fig. 13); and on steep slopes it is best to
go sideways, one foot below the other (Fig. 14).
In descending, the ice axe is used as-a supplementary support (Fig. 15).
During the descent, it is recommended that the ice axe always be kept at
the ready; in case he falls, the scout may quickly turn on his stomach, by
main force plunge the pick of the ice axe into the slope and hold it in
this position unitl he has fully stopped (Fig. 16).
Steep, icy slopes may be negotiated by chopping out steps with the ice
axe.

If an ice axe is not available, steps may be chopped out with an
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axe, an iron shovel or with any field expedient. Steps are cut by the lead
scout in a staggered patt-ern; every little while the lead man is replaced
by another.
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Fig.: 13: "Zigzag" ascenton 2ic-y slopes
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Snow cover in mountainous terrain substantially- increases the difficulty of scout actions, In such places as valleys, gorges and hollows,
the depth may reach several meters; therefore, such~places are very difficult to traverse. Moreover, on steep slopes snowslides and avalanche.- may
occur. During winter in the snowbound mountains, ravines, cracks, rivers,
holes and fissures are sometime' covered with snow "bridges." Whet moving
in such places every precautionary measure must be taken; the unreliable
must nedessarily be crawled over, with hands and feet spread. vide
to increase the bearing surface (Fig. 17).
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Fig. 17:

Crossing a snow "bridge"

Dilring clear weather in snow-covered mountains, the strong sunlight often 4;aiises. sunburn and temporary blindness, which seriously interferes with
tht ev,,~its" in Laccomplishing their assigned missions. Therefore, in snowCOVOee4 h .ntains scouts must be supplied with special dark glasses and, to
~ I'ents
~:
.

,~

protect-their faces from sunburn, special ointment. Among the field expedifft: pWO,9 _Oting the face from sunburn, or against frostbite in cold weathr
-h~use
of paper masks, made of newspapers (pages of newspapers orI
other pak~ with eyeholes cut out) is recommended.
Off-rad-..movement in winter on powder-snow-covered slopes is much more
f~ttti-thet efore, the scouts must have special training, as well as the
-use skis, snowshoes and special mountain equipment.
reooriaissanco detachment must be driven hard, so that every man becomeII aArticularly well-trained scout, knowing how to ski well and being
phy,.icall r hardy, since the leader must maintain the proper- direction of
movemeat,.and must give warning of danger which might be encountered during
movemont,
telast maau on especia~lly difficult sections must help others.
.'A

1A moving across slopes covered with deep, loose snow or slopes over-.
The mode of skiing deponds on the characteristics of different mouniliafs. A gentle slope is ascendod straight forward on skis, as is
reisonin fig. 13; ascent of steeper, but shorter, slopes is done ".herringboefashion"! (Fig. 19).

In ascending very steep slopesion skis, it is
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necessary to go "sidestep" (Fig. 20). To prevenit skis from slipping backwards on steep climbs, they may be bound with ordinary rope.

N

N

Fig. 18: Direct ascent on skis

F~ig. 20:. "1Sidostop' ascent.
~1<

Fig. 19: "Herringbone" ascentt

Fig. 21: Braking by
"snowPowin'"

...........

I

!'
When descending slopes, one must stand almost upright, holding one leg
forward. Braking on the descent is done with ski poles, either between the
legs or to the side. The principal way to reduce speed when descending is
by "snowplowing" (Fig. 21).

i

dScouts must pass quickly and with great caution by places where there

is a danger of avalanches in winter.
When considering how to transport scouts in mountains, the use of armored personnel carriers or tanks in difficult sections is ruled out. However, in mountain areas where wheeled and tracked vehicles can operate, as a
rule scouts will be moved by tank, truck or armored personnel carrier.
When moving the main force of a reconnaissance group or detachment in
this way, for example, tanks will normally be at the rear of the column, for
their mission, considering their limited maneuverability in mountain situations, will be principally to maintain fire on areas ahead of moving trucks,
armored personnel carriers and motorcycles.
Successful conduct of reconnaissance in mountains using tanks, trucks
and armored personnel carriers is possible if it is exceedingly well-planned,
and if the drivers are complete masters of ascending, de3cending and hillside driving, and driving where there is a scarcity of passing places ard
where antitank obstacles and defenses are found. When moving through almost
inaccessible mountain areas, armored personnel carrier crews and vehicle
drivers must have emergency supplies on their vehicles: tire chains, gravel
to spread on the road, tow ropes, and wooden or metal chocks to put behind
tank tracks or vehicle wheels when halted on steep up- or down-slopes.
Moreover, trucks and armored personnel carriers must have a full supply of bridging materials for crossing small gullies, irrigation ditches and

~canals.•...

.

a

sThe distance between motor vehicles and armored personnel carriers on

mountain movements must be 25-30 M in level places, but in crossing passes
or going up or down grades the distance increases to 100 m. When motor vehicles negotiate the more dangerous sections, personnel .must dismount.

*

In preparing vehicles for reconnaissance actionin mountains, the altitude must be considered, since tht thin air in the mountains has a considerable effect on engine operation.
The reduction in atmospheri. pressure with elevation above sea-ievel,
which produces particularly groo'c effects at altitudes above 2,000 m, causes
asmaller cylinder intake, lowers engine power and increases fuel consumption.

Technical. equipment and methods for crossing mountain rivers
During mountain operations, scouts frequently have to cross various
water barrie-s.

-l9i

During World War II there were many and varied military operations by
Soviet Army units at water barriers. These operations, as a rule, involved
a succescrossing first by our scoilts by a variety of means and ins.ir4.ng

ful -forcing with a rush.
Scouts must be trained in methods and procedures of-.crossing any water
obstacle. They must be able to wade across, fully clothed and carrying arms,
and to use all possible field expedients for crossing. Crossing mountain
rivers entails great difficulties, in connection with ~which they most often
have to proceed through deep, wide canyons, which have very steep slopes and
a very small number of passages. It is advisable to cross such rivers by
air, that is to say, by helicopter, by amphibious vehicle or by selfpropelled landing craft.
Decreasing depth and slower current speed are normal in wide places in
rivers and their branches. These places are more convenient and accessible
for wading across.
The presence of fords over mountain rivers is indicated by paths leading to the river and continuing on the opposite bank;* fords may aho,be dis-

covered by examination of the river depths, by the Scouts themselves or with
the help of local inhabitants.
Fording places can be chosen where the river is divided into several
branches by islets; in such places the depth normally is not great and the

current is not fast.

Furthermore, a fording place must be chosen where the

surface is calm, since in such places large rocks are usually found on the

bottom. The ford is crossed wearing boots over bare feet,,so as not
to. Jnjuro thle foot on rocks and to keep the socks (foot cloths) dry.

-river

Fords over mountain rivers may bw crossed on foot in the following.
munncr (Fig. 22): individually, using a bulancing pole (a); in pairs,
clasping each other's arms for stability .(b); in rVanks:.of-S3-S men (c).
*

-

--..-

tho scouts
stand in one rank along the river flow, hands on eakh-other's shoulders, and_
move ill this way to thle opposite banil. The man on the ends -of each rank has:
pole in'his free hand for support and for probiig. ahead:*of him for holes
:The

wothod of crossing in rainks is carried out a. fol bws:

Tito "ring" method of crossing may also be used for crossing mountain
rivers (0). By this kothod, 5-8 mon clasp each other's shouilders, stand in
acircle for greater stability against the force of the current, and cross
to the other bank in the circle formatiOn..
od the men must hold on to each other's- shoulder straps or bolts and Novo a
shownfin Fig. 23.
It is advisable to cross deep mountain rivers with very swift curreats.
by helicopter, or across the water by the following methods-, using tacks

which stick out of the water, and the help of a rope strung across the river,
step from rock to rock (Fig. 24); if the river is narrow and a sufficiently
long and strong tree trunk is available on the ba:.., crossing may be made
over the fallen tree trunk (Fig. 25); by aerial ropeway and breeches buoy

(Fig. 26).
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must send out observers. In order to accomplish this, scouts will
dismount,
leave their vehicles under cover, approach the bank under cover,
determine
the width of the river, current speed, bottom and bank conditions
and select
a convenient crossing place.
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left side of the hatch under the fuel tank; the second -- by the second bolt
on the rear section of the radiator cover; the third -- any bolt in the rear
section of the hatch on the transmissi', box cover.
Every motorcycle is fitted with three ropes, 65-70 cm long, by hooks
on the front and rear and by a turnbuckle in the middle section. In addition, the motorcycle wheels are blocked by wooden chocks. In this nosition,
motorcycles can be not only ferried across water obstacles, but can be
transported into poorly accessible mountain regions.
Oriepzation An mountains
Orientation means to find one's position in an area (wher. one is or
direction of mov-ment) relative to the horizon and to landmarks. Scouts can
orient themselves as undor usual conditions, that is, by map, coipass, sun,
watches, stars, moon, Milky Way, terrain features aud azimuth.
However, orientation in the motutains has its own special, harsh difficultios. .ulfilmont of an assiened recounaissance mission dpnds to a
groat extent on $kill in orenting oneself, holding a given dirocotin and not
getting
o
lost. (rientation in oMu1tailS by l nd.barks is Oo diffkul! that tQo
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For orientation in the mountains, especially in sharply broken ter-rain, where visibility is limited, terrain notes must be made as one moves,
if the return is to be by the same route.
During movement by azimuth in the mountains, it is very difficult to
maintain a given direction, since magnetic anomalies are frequently encountered. Therefore, during movement by azimuth it is necessary to stop and
verify the direction of movement more often.
Experience in mountain reconnaissance operations in past wars confirms

that, for proper orientation one may use various signals -- light and color
flares, smoke pots and fires. In using flares it is necessary to select a
combination of colors which cannot possibly be confused with flares set off
by the enemy or by one's own forces.
*

Before setting out on mountain reconnaissance it is necessary for
all scouts to learn thoroughly on the map the area of the coming operation,
so that they memorize the coordinates of characteristic landmarks, both on
the mar.ch route and in the coming operations area.
The use of local inhabitants as guides should not be denied while
learning the terrain, but this should be done only after thorough verification o. the loyalty and integrity of one or another of the local people.
Experience in World War II furnishes many examples of scouts who were
on mountain operations and found themselves in difficult situations only because they did not know the terrainwell enough and were not trained in mountain orientation.
Let us take such an example from the operations of i reconnaissance
group in the enemy rear. In the summer of 1944 a seven-Lian reconnaissance
group was dropped by parachute into one of the mountainous regions of Carpathia with the mission of spying on the approach of enemy reserves to the
front lines. The drop into the designated area was carried out at night by

parachute.. However, aftv- landing, the group did not assemble all in one
place and; ,nst
important, the group found itself without a radio operator,
who -could not be'found, despite a search. Thus, it turned out that the
scouts, havinv valuable enemy information and no radio transmitter, could
not send the information back to the.headquarters which sent tlim out.
After completion of an offerisive operati6n by our forces, the group
was rec-urned (together with the radio operatorl to its headquarters. As it
turned out later, this was the result of the fact that-the radio operator

did not know how to orient himself in mountainou8 terrain.- While the group
_as preparirg for the operationin the enemy regr, insufficient attention
was given to learning about the region of"the cobiing Operatio)n and to orienof operations, the radio operator becamrseparattd rfrom his group by 1.5%km,
lost his way and could not return to the previous y.des 1nateJ 1spot.
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The foregoing example is a graphic demonstration of how tremendously
important it is "for scouts to know very well how to orient themselves in
general, and in mountains in particular.
Uniforms, equipment, weapons and ration supply for scouts in mountains
In addition to the general training of scouts for mountain operations,
they must also learn the characteristics of uniforms, equipment, weapons
and raion supply, since these questions affect mission acomplishment to a
considcrable extent.
Scout uniforms for mountains must be light, tough, comfortable, and in
winter must be sufficiently warm. Overcoats are very awkward for scouts in
mountain operations, so that it is best for scouts to wear jackets. They
are light, warm, close-fitting and do not hinder movement. The jacket is
advisable for summer and winter.
Summer trousers must be the regular ones, that is to say, wide trousers of current design. It is best for underwear and socks (foot cloths)
to be flannel or wool.
No less important is the question of headgear.

car flaps

The winter cap with

for winter operations is good for all conditions, but during

snowstorms and heavy frost it is necessary to wear a wool liner also. Itis
very-comfortable, close-fitting around the face; it protects the earsneck,
and parts of the face very well from wind and frostbite. The panama hat is
the most convenient and practical headgear for the mountains in summer.
The regular fur-lined mittens are best for the hands.
Footwear for scouts in mountain operations must also be light, strong,
comfortable and warm. The current pattern of boots and high shoes is fully suitable for footwear in the mountains. For warmth in winter, as well
as to insure silent movement in boots, special stockings made of felt cloth
and tied around the ankles with string or thongs may be worn.

-Armament
Scouts operating in mountains must be armed with submachine. guns, grenades, trench knife, binoculars, signal flares and lanterns.
Equipment
For operations in mountainous terrain scouts place no little importance on having the necessary equipment.
Personal mountain equipment includes ice axe, hiking stick, special
mountain boots or snowshoes, chest belt, mountain knapsack, and protective
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glasses.

If special boots or crampons

are not available, regular boots

may be wrapped with rope or wire, or nails may be driven through the soles

i

or heels.
In especially deep snow scouts must have skis or snowshoes. If there
are many mountain rivers on the route or in the reconnaissance area, si-outs
must have individual crossing gear.
As is evident from the list above, for operations in mountains scouts
must have a considerable amount of special mountain equipment for individual use. All of this equipment must be properly adjusted, so that it does
not hinder fulfilment of the mission.
Considering the nature of scout operations in mountains, it is necessary to have an efficient organization for feeding and observation of water
discipline. In order to replenish the great expenditure of energy, food
must be nourishing and have a high calorie content.
Drinking water discipline must be observed during feeding. Because of
the heavy burden of mountain operations, the body loses a great deal of
,oisture. This amount of moisture must be replenished at halts (morning
and evening). At these times enough water may be drunk o quench thirst.
It is not recommended that much water be drunk during movements, since this
increases the load on the heart and increases perspiration. On the march a
rfew
swallows from the canteen may be gargled. Much cold water cannot be
drunk, since this has a harmful effect on the body and causes serious colds
(.inflammation of the upper respiratory tract).
Organizing rest for scouts in mountains

Because of the difficulty of movement through mountains, scouts must
-

have recourse to rest stops.
Sites for scouts to rest must be selected and arranged with consideration that the rest must be protected from all weather conditions and from
any unpleasant natural phenomenon.

.
*

When the scouts are setting up their bivouac at the halt, they must avoid places where there is danger of an avalanche, rockfall or landslide,
that is to say, to avoid overhanging cliffs and the feet of snow-covered
mountain
Qeaks and ridges.
It is necessary to hide thoroughly the place chosen for rest in the
surrounding terrain, to organize observation and security, as well as to
insure quick battle readiness in case the enemy appears.
The wind blows constantly in the mountains; therefore, it is necessary
to pick places which are protected against strong, cold winds. Natural coyer is used: holes, hollows, depressions, free-standing rocks, salients in
rocky areas and so forth.
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It is more advantageous and safer to stop for halts in woods and in
groves, since they provide a safe cover against enemy observation and protect against mountain winds. In unforested regions, rest locationsmust be
selected on mountain spurs, terraces and platforms.
If tents can be pitched at the halt, they must be pitched on level,

dry spots.

Tents must be located so that the wind does not blow into them

and to insure free access and exit.
spread under the tent.

In woods, small branches or grass are

If possible, caves in cliffs and horizontal dugouts ought to be used
for rest. Such natural shelters are very good: they are convenient for
rest stops and take almost no time to prepare.
There are frequent storms in the mountains; therefore, in s-tting up
the rest area this circumstance must be considered and, if possible, all
metal objects should be stored outside the dugout, undershelter in storms.
It sometimes happens during mountain operations that zcoutc -.
ce forced

to stop. This may come about because of a sudden, sharp deterioration of
the weather, heavy overworking of the scouts or the approach of darkness.
In such an event, in setting up the rest area it is mandatory to put on dry
underwear, wrap the feet in a knapsack and to cover oneself with
a shelter

*

half.
When stopping in snow a small depression (hole) must be dug.
During a forced stop, local sec Aty must be established and guards
must be detailed from among the resting scouts; in the event of particularly bad weather (heavy frost, violent snow stroms), at specified times the
guards must awaken the others and all are required to do warming-up exercises.
Signs of great fatigue in a man are pale skin, rapid pulse (over 120.
150 beats per minute) or, on the other hand, a slow, hard-to-feel pulse,
cold swea-c, shallow breathing and general weakness. When these signs appear, if it is possible to stop, the men must be permitted a short stop, or

sometimes a prolonged stop.
Sometimes the scouts find themselves in one place for a long time (in
~

reserve, in defense, on a prolonged operation in one region of the enemy
rear); therefore, arrangement of the bivouac becomes a special concern for
their commander, especially in winter.
During prolonged bivouacs in mountains in winter, it is best to use
zents. However, tents will not always be available; Cerefore, scouts will
have to build themselves various kinds of shelters, such as holes in the
snow, caves or snow huts or tents from available materials.
Tents mus'
a wall nr clif....

;hed on level spots; on one side they butt up against
, the other side a wind-break may be built (Fig. 27).
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It is recommended that tent bottoms be lined with bunches of grass, moss or
branches.

lSnow
*

pits of the simplest construction are made in snow. The depth
and width and length of such pits must be no less than 1 m. The snow pit
may be covered with a s lter half and camouflaged with snow (Fig. 28).

Il

Fig. 28:

-

Snow pit

For more prolonged stops when there is a great amount of snow, snow
caves (Fig. 29) and snow huts (Fig. 30) are
built. When the snow is
loose and crumbly, walls may be built by putting snow in place and compacting. If the snow is dense, then snow bricks may be cut out of it with a
shovel and water may be poured over it for strength. Roofs may also be
made from snow bricks. Huts may be covered with skis and poles, then with
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shelter halves and all of it covered with snow. A hut for 3-5 men will
have these dimensions-: length and width, 2-2.5 m; height, 1.5-2 m.

Fig. 29.

Snow cave

t= 4E
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Fig. 30:

Snow hut

In forested mountains, if conditions permit.. a sleepitkg place may be
prepared by kindling a fire.
To do this, the fire and hot coals must be

removed and tree branches or strait spread in their place. Warming the
ground for several hours retains the heat, allowing the scouts to rest
well.
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Under all conditions, when scouts are resting in the mountains, safety
requires the .organization of a.perimeter defense, which will prevent sudden
enemy attack.
If scouts operate in mountains in tanks, motor vehicles and armored
personnel carriers, and they stop for a prolonged period, it is necessary
that maintenance schedules of all equipment
be strictly observed, so that
may be prepared quickly for military action at all times.

Ithey

Organization and conduct of reconnaissance in mountainous terrain
Reconnaissance -- the most important aspect of the security of troop
combat operations.
It is conducted by all combat arms, special arms and
servipes with widespread use of technical means.
The character of modern war, using nuclear weapons and other means of
mass destruction, has sharply increased the role and significance of reconnaissance, so that demands on it are greatly increased today.
In order to defeat the enemy, it is necessary to know accurately where
he is, what he is doing, the character of his defensive installations and
obstacles, and what operations he intends to launch. Only under these conditions
is it possible to correctly calc'late where, with what and how
to defeat him. Only a thorough, active, unceasing and purposeful reconnaissance makes it possible to insure the receipt of such intelligence.
The reconnaissance effort in mountains must be directed towards disclosing the principal dispositions of the enemy forces, ascertaining thb
presence of enemy means of nuclear attack, revealing parts of the terrain
which are contaminated with radioactive materials and searching for ways of
by-passing contaminated areas. Moreover, scouts in mountains must find exposed flanks and gaps in enemy battle formations.
Also of great significance is terrain reconnaissance with the aim of
ostablishing its degree of passability for military units; of first importance is the location of passes (crossings), defilos. gorges, heights, roads
and trails, ascents and descents, springs, the presence of construction materials and fuel, and the presence of rivers and their fordbility. During
reconnaissance special attention must be given to disclosing hidden approaches which lead to the enemy flanks and rear and those of our forces.
The characteristics of mountain relief and cliaate have a substantial
effect on the organization and conduct of reconnaissance in mountains.
Scout operations in mountains are accompanied by great difficulties, since
units on reconnaissance almost always operate in isolation from their own
forces and in complicated situations. Courage, persevermace and gre2g. offorts of physical and moral strength are required of every scout.
However, no difficulty can prevent a scout from accoaplishing his *is.
sion. In order that nothing may distract him, he must think only of one
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thing -mander.

the precise and timely fulfilment of the orders given by his com-

Sharply broken mountainous terrain provides excellent conditions for
secret reconnaissance unit operations, and for penetration to the enemy
rear with the aim of conducting reconnaissance, destruction of enemy nuclear weapons and sudden attacks on headquarters and communications centers.
In mountains the continuiiy and timeliness of reconnaissance takes on
increased significance. Timeliness means gathering and sending reconnaissance information to the commander by the specified time. This makes it
possible for higher headquarters to make a timely decision and to effectively
use proper weapons.This same valuable information turns out to be useless
if the commander receives it late or delays in making a decision. The time
factor in reconnaissance takes on a decisive importance.
Reconnaissance must be conducted ahead of, deep behind and to the
flanks of the front lines. At the same time it is necessary to be thoroughly prepared to fight enemy scouts within our positions, so as to prevent
enemy saboteur-reconnaissance groups from freely penetrating our positions
and to localize their operations in a timely manner.
Depending on the passability of mountain areas, reconnaissance may be
conducted in tanks, motor vehicles, armored personnel carriers and on foot.
In mountains where passage is difficult, especially in rocky areas, reconnaissance will be conducted primarily'on foot.
Reconnaissance in mountains uses the same methods as in level areas,
that is to say, observing, listening
, raids, ambushes, dispatching reconnaissance detachmonts, reconnaissance groups and small combat units, with
the wide use of available means of technical reconnaissance. However, just
as conditions of conducting reconnaissance, so the use of reconnaissance
means in mountainous terrain hc.% its own characteristics, which must be considered during scout training and in their activities in mountains.
..Conduct of reconnaissance in mountainous terrain by various means in
basic-types of operations is examined below.

Reconnaissance mothods in mountains
Observation
Under modern conditions, notwithstanding the powerful technical means
with which the forces are uipped, roconnaissance by observation has not
lost its significance.
Observation is one of the basic means of conducting reconnaissance in

all conditions of combat, at any time and at any place.
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During World War II observation provided about 40% of all intelligence
of the enemy in his primary defensive zones.
Today conditions for conducting observations, in comparison with those
of past wars, have changed considerably, since reconnaissance units are
equipped with various technical reconnaissance means, with which they may
conduct observation night and day, under various conditions of visibility.
In mountains observation is also one of the most widely used methods,
since under similar conditions reconnaissance by other means becomes more
difficult, and in some regions (rocky mountains, passable with difficulty)
operations of maneuvering reconnaissance organizations is almost impossible.
The forms of iountain relief,and large forests in mountains as well,do
not permit one observation post to observe terrain to such a great depth
and width as is possible on level terrain. It frequently happens that
from one observation post it is not possible to see all of the forward
slope of even one ridge.
In organizing mountain observation the desire to establish one high
place for observation (observation post) is not always justified, since the
summits and ridges merge into one whole and create a misleading impression
of continuous visibility. By the same token, if one of the dominating
ridges is climbe, a first glance gives the impression of very good visibility, when in reality only one crest is visible, while behind every twist
in the slope, perhaps barely a few meters from the observation post will be
unobservable space. In such places the enemy may quietly approach the obsorvation post without iboing noticed.

In forested mountain terrain a great number of unobservable-natural
places (gorges, precipices, fissures, cliffs, ravines), in combination with
large futest tracts and soparato groves, which cover the mountain slopes,
severely limit the view of forward areas and complicates the execution of
the observation mission. Therefore, in mountains helicopters are widely
used for observation of the onemy and the terrain from onots own positions.
It is considered that,'if even the most favorable observation place
(observation post) is chosen in mountains, it is possible to observe a maximum of 35-40% of the forward terrain from it.
In order to draw correct conclusions from the observation data on soe
objective discovered, it is nocessary to observe, not from one, but from
not less than two observation posts, since observation from each of them
discloses a different panorawm

Low clouds and heavy fog are fairly frequent phenomena In mountaiss.
This severely restricts observation and sometimes makes it impossible, because thick fog restricts visibility from time to time to only a few ueters.
Clouds, when the weather is calm and the air currents weak, will be so immobile that they uill cover particular places for very long periotU of tiem.
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In forested mountains during windless weather, especially in hollows,
smoke from gunfire dissipates so slowly that it also impedes observation.
It is necessary to consider that mountainous terrain is very Aece,tive, since deep hollows and ravines conceal distances, with the resu.Lc that
features and objectives appear closer than they really are.
The features of forested moutain terrain enumerated exert an influence on the organization and conduct of observation.
Organization of observation
Depending on the kind of combat, observation is conducted from stationary observation posts and command observation posts (in defense), as
well as from armored personnel carriers, tanks and motorcycles on the move
(in attack, on the march, in meeting engagements and during pursuit of the
enemy), by unit commanders personally and by assigned observers and observation posts. Whdn observation cannot be conducted on the march, observers
dismount (from tanks, armored personnel carriers and so forth) and conduct
observation from hidden places in these cases.
.

There is a greater number of observers and observation posts under
mountain conditions than during operations on level terrain. They are positioned not only along the front, but are echeloned vertically, so that observation may cover the entire forward area. Sometimes it is advisable to
post observers mid observation posts in adjoining sectors, if individual
areas cannot be seen from one's own positions. In forested mountain terrain
only an all-around and many-level system of observation will insure the best conditions for observing the terrain.
.
Observation sectors must overlap each other and cover the entire forward area. Particular attention must be given to the flanks and to gaps be-

tweeft units.

-

.:
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Under nuclear warfare conditions In mountains, defentses are established on individual hills In the absence of adjoining flanks. Attacks also
will not take place along. the entire front, but will. be directed toward the
envy flmks and rear. Because of this, our flanks and reoar, both on ide- -.
fense and offense- in mountains, are most vulnerable to turning and enlvelopment
w.:. by the. unemy. • Therefore, observation posts must be organized bothtO
the front and flanks and in the rear of our forces, This gives the possibility of excellent obseratien of the terraia, especially f hidden approaches, roads and trails, and will prevent .the unexpected appear4ace of
the eney.
In organizing observation it is necessary to accoumt for, in addition
to relief#
specific moutain ciimatt conditions: mist in the valleys,
low clouds, frequent rains in many areas in smer and snowfalI in winter,
sharp temerature variations and changeable weather,

-

* -

Experience in mountain military operations in the Caucusus, Carpathia,
and experiences in post-war military exercises shows that organization of
observation in mountains must be approached skillfully and cautiously-.
Observers and observation posts must be stationed on dominating
heights with great horizontal visibility and few areas of no visibility.
However, it is not always necessairy to be in a hurry to pick the very highest point for an observ'ation post, for sometimes from it a-fie may only observe distant approaches, while observation of closer approaches may be restricted .Therefore, or first-class observation it is necessaiy to select
post
re istngushe
whch
b oodnea fildsof view. For observations
under foggy and cloudy weather conditions, as well as at night, observers
must pull back to the foot of the ridge.
As stated above, mountain observation to the front is restricted by
the sheer force of the terrain characteristics. Therefore, if on level terrain. in order to observe a particular zone, one or two, observation posts
are sufficient, to observe a similar zone in mountainous terrain the number
of observation posts must be no less than throe or four.
In selecting sites for observation posts, in addition to aisufficiently
wide field of view, it is necessary to locate existing ground covet which
will pr~toct from enemy observation and fire, and ospecially.fo his nuclear
weapons,.
Mountainous terrain may be observed by separate sectors, looking'along
passes and --: Jges. 11ollomis which cut into ridges n,;Ly 'well be obserifod
frow neighbogiqi ridges. -Posts for observation of gorges rist be located opposit. the upper parts of the gorges..
For timly detection !of enemy reconaissance which is tryinig to ponetrate- our positions,. it is necessary for individual observation posts to
move closer t%) the entay (infront of our forces). Such obsaivation postS,
must be *spocially well hidden and . vered by fire from frifdly u'~its. in
view of the presence of a large number -of hidden approaches in mutu.inso. It
is neces ary take seasures.-to prevent suddten enemy attacks on beratio
to lay out approaches tu the
IM, it is hactssawy Cav
postq. with thii atfully
if'time and terran conditions persit, to erect obobservatio
otad,
Stacles along the&.
* In telection of sit~s for obtervatio pst nmutiitieesoy-' to. tako int acwwut a Series of roquilreants also.
Observation posts zust. be in'the most important'dreitions. They aus t
-have thie widest field of view ovor the terrain ;kong tho front mid in "*pth.
Observation posts should not be established on the ieaediate tops of aouins
tains, on sharply outlined terrain features; it Is better to loca them on
slight slopes, a little distafce from the pook.

j

In addition to the main observation post, it is necessary to have a
few auxiliary posts in the mountains, for the observation of important ter-

rain areas which cannot be observed from the main observation post.

The distance between observation posts and the forward units of our
Main observation posts may
on terrain conditions.
depends entirely of
forces
from 1 to 3 km, and the forward ones -- 200-S00
be
located
at distances

m from the enemy. In individual circumstances they may be sent out even
further, almost up to the enemy forward units.

jlarge

The number of observers in observation posts of units depends on conditions and mission in every individual ease; however, in mountainous and
forested mountain terrain, in view of the complexity of observation and organizing a many-level system of observation, as well as in view of the
number of defiles, the number of observation posts and observers will
be two or even three times greater than on levol terrain.
Observation posts and individual observers may fulfil the following
main missions in mountains:
-to

detect the enemy and learn his strength in a certain sector;

reveal: enemny weapons
artillery, mortars,, machine guns, tank
locations, enemy obevto
ons ight
vio instrmnts and mounis of
-~to

-to

*

--

establish the location and nature of: onemy angincer'and themiicai

obstacles;

w~atch elemy behavior and to detect signs. of preparatioi for, wid.
lawiching of, nuclear, chemical and bacteriological attacks#,
-to

-to atch onemy movewlnts on roaids and trails and in hollows* aMW
--to defin sections etataminated tvith -radioactive and. poisonotis sub-.
st a'tl

or obsrvio posts must be set only 'in JoThe Nis,,ion of obltro
calitles mid, ata rule, sit-e irm- which Observation can be conduttod. Before starting observation in. awi~ntaios terraiu, observors must be or-

if
eatcdo have -jwpulatod pluces, in forward areas pointed out to th&Ai
they arc visible, be Ahwn where every path goos. ww4 he givan tho conventio~na aie of various points in the absorvatiou tector (ridgos, peaks4
gotges * rivors and so forth); for oarjol, "1%orbatAya" ridge. IwVtblyudhl
poak and so forth.
,4-

Then observers are told who the enemy is, what
might be expected, are shown their observation site
ting it up, sector (objective) of observation, what
tion to during observation, and when, by what means
results of observation.
*

he is doing or
and procedures
to pay special
aiid to whom to

where he
for setattensend the

Equipment for observation posts
Observation posts in mountains are arranged with a view to the importance of having a good field of view toward the enemy and toward the flanks,
as well as for necessary protection from all kinds of fire, especially nuclear weapons.
In selecting an observation site, it is necessary above all to study
in detail the folds in the ground and terrain features. This is necessary,
not only for better use of the terrain for concealment, but mainly for protection, particularly against enemy use of nuclear weapons.
It is known that, in a nuclear explosion, observation posts on open terrain are struck with greater force by the shock wave, light radiation and
penetrating radiations. Woods, ravines, gorges, reverse slopes of mou
tains and. other terrain features significantly decrease the damaging effect
of nuclear weapons. Mountains have a screening action, that is, the ability
to deflect the shock wave as it spreads. Tius, at the moment of a nuclear.
explosion very safe zones -iro foxed, which must be taken into cmosideration when selecting the site for an observation post.
The safest place for sheltering observers is a well-Wuilt entrencment.

.-

In an entrohckm nt, the safe distance frow the epiceter .of a nu clear explosion is decreased by I'S- tims ayd the area of duago -e 2-4 tites.
Ir asignificti
Well-built enttrenchent, the hdanger
of beig
tavo
is
oerae,
hamial
affectsaffectedby
of light the
and shock
ponetrat-

: :

'iug radiations is shatply decreased. Therefore,
setting up an entrench"met for am observation post ast
be givn special attention, although knowu
.

difficultiet art extporiened in tth,
tinbe in ountains the reoutval of
every wter of rucky soil is hard to achieve. In
toutains, rocks say be
used to coacc.al and set up n cbsorvati
post; breastworks are tade of
them, theor , overcd with earth the color of the sr
ding terrain.
bservnion post rWofS ay to *ade of available wood 4 A
r4 wade of wod or
ftne up to 25 to thick and covered with-earth up to 1S c thicik, bay te-. duco the nadintn dose by from 2 to 4 tiwOs and give reliable. protection
*
against light radiation at the-omet of a nutlear eXplosion. The wails of
the entrenchment are revottod with poles or lined with rocks, so that the
*
entenchwnt gives a considerable degree of pratection against destruction.
In addition, special lches -re *ade in the entrenchment whore the ebserva*.-tion post is to be set up for sholtering arms. anunition and optical 9ear.

-

-

In tmountains, reliable protection from all kinds of fire, including
nuclear weaposs, is provided by crevices, ovehaanging walls, caves and near
and cnstructing
the crests of reverse slopes; therefore, in stilt.
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observation posts, this natural cover may b used. Moreover, it is very
convenient and advantageous to construct ouservation posts from rock; -md
boulders on rocky slopes. Such observation posts blend well with Cite surrounding mountainous terrain.
Scouts must not only build observation posts well, but they must conceal them skillfully.
Under all terrain conditions, approaches to observation posts must be
selected which are not observable by the enemy. It is not recommended that
new paths to observation posts be made. In any event, a scout must consider
thoroughly the situation, enemy be'
3r and terrain character, and be
sharp-witted, resourceful and cunning in building and concealing the observation past pointed out to him. Uniraginativenoss and carelessness in such
a place usually loads to misfortune.

In mountainous and forested mountain terrain, particular attention
must be paid to building dummy observation posts. Here is an example from
World War II. In the mountains on one sector of the front a dummy observation post was built (battery commander's telescope with a dummy in a tree).
This dummy observation post "came to life" several times a day, especially
when our artillery was firing. The enemy wiped out the observation post,
spied on its operatioi and launched a fi-u raid against it, firig
about 300
rounds, During this time, our artillxry scouts successfully wiped out an
enom firing battery.
Every observation post must be equippd with Ml necessary Woans of
obsevation, including technical moas of observation, to por it observation
at a gnat distance m-id wrider all conditieas of isibility and night. However, it must b.voe
bered .that thE. sharply broken relief of .moatutainous
terrain .akos observation with nitit vision instruments very difficult.

Duty in observotion

posts: ini uiuntainis

bcerztio in the tountains, just : oil level terrain, is organli zed
for all ty-es-of trop. military operations, and is condu.ted without interruption, day, night, all titos of the yoar and ti.er any conditions. Ubsorration is conducted persuonally by the doza
Posts.

*"

,ot :oaodor, by observers and

Observation posts (Obsorvers) are desigolted for observation of 'setC.tot s And, sometittes, seoparate objectives. Separate observation objrcti ves
A
S'.

are spcifled in cdruastances when tecessary detailed inforwatou of proviously discovered objectives in ene*y positions is needod, especially on
the tene*'s meaVs of delivioring nuclear Vwapons, their moveaen, their disposition in a position ad so forth.
An observation Post ptpares a observation dhnjrar, which is entored
in the observation journal, ati. all resulting recon laissance dlata i-s plotted
on a map or on the diagram. The plact from which observation iS conducted,

L.
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the observation sector,, e erenec point-;, their number, names and distance.
--are plotted on the 'observation 'd-agram.
for conducting radiological- aii :cemical reconnaissance, observers are

F. Iequipped

with instruments -which:-permit the .detection of radioactive and poisonous substances in the air-. or on the grourd'. - - A study of the forward terrain .Ini mountgans must begin with the larg-est features and move step-by-step to&-the :smaller ones.
It is expedient to have a-plot -of invisible areas in every observation
-post, which every observer studies carefu.ly and from which he determines
which. 'approaches and defiles cannot be observed and how- the necessary supplementary observation over themis organized..

In mountains the .enemy, as a rule, moves along the roads, valleys and

-:

-

trails which wind across mountain slopes and which, because of the sharply
broken terrain, may only be observed in isolated parts. However, there will
always be passes Or crossing places which are almost impossible to hide from
the eyes .of observers. The observert .s task -- -to find such :pesses in. his
By-.contin-'-sector of observation and to fix particular attention on them.
uous observation of these places, it is possible to determine the strengh
and composition of: the moving units and the.7enemy's technology, and to dis-!

-

c..ose his intentions.
wIn mountains, on no account must one relax observation over places

-,:

which, on first glance, appear impassable, but which at the same time. are
passable for well-prepared- small groups, particularly enemy reconnaissance
_groups.. For this reason, as well as because the best observation posts are
at a considerable distance from
our
forces, their safety must'be in~sured, and all-around obs-ervation must be.organizbd and .conducted..
.
'ar"

:

At night, observation in mountains is reinforced by sending supplement---

ary observers into the valleys and hollows, because night observation upwards against a cloud background gives much better results.-"
Information obtained by observation of-the enemy and terrain, only if
it is of value, must be sent from the observation post, if it is to be reported to the commander in time. Therefore, organization of communication
between the commander 'and the observation posts has considerable significance.
Communication may be by signal, messenger, telephone or radio.
However, under modern conditions, when information is sent, especially information about enemy nuclear weapons, it must be sent quickly, best of all
being communication between the observation post and the commander by radio
or telephone.

.-

-

-:

In this section, the-features of organization and conduct of reconnaissane,. in mountainous terrain only have been considered; however it must be re-membered that the basic requirements apply equally to organization of reconnaissance under normal conditions and in mountainous terrain.
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A site for obseicvation (observation post) cannot be selected close to
a strongly pronounced reference point or on a hill crest. For this, occupying a site near a terrain feature, observation should be condu.tctd from
the shady side of the feature.
*

Wh.. locating in a tree for observation, the thickest and most branchy
trunk, covered with dense branches, must se chosen; it is not recommended
that a tree with birds' nests be cho. 1 (the cries and flight of frightened
birds may betray the obsever's loca>.,,).
The terrain in one's observation sector must be studied thoroughly, so
that every change in it will be noted (the appearance of new bushes, rocks,
hummocks and other objects); this helpS reveal enemy ruses and stratagems.
For the best terrain study of the observation sector, mentally marking
it out in zones by depth -- nearest, middle and distant -- is recommended.
Observation is conducted from right to left by zones. Terrain study in the
attack begins with the nearest zone and i'k defense -- with the distant.

Listening in mountainous terrain
At night, observation in mountains is supplemented by listening.

A

-i

Mountains favor this type of reconnaissance, since sounds in mountains, especially in fog, near rivers and in the presence of snow cover, are reinforced, and not only at night, but after rain, in the early morning hours,
and even on sunny days when the humidity is high.
The abundance of defiles and hidden approaches increases the importance of listening at night in mountains. Various sounds created by troop
movdments and construction of defensive works may be heard at a considerably greater distance in mountains than on the plain; consequently, the
noise of motor vehicles and tanks more easily establishes the enemy's preparation for active combat operations, change of position, areas of troop
concentrations, the site a)d nature of engineering works and other informa-

tion which can supplement intelligence obtained by other reconnaissance
methods. However, when organizing night listening in mountains, it must
also be noted that sounds can be deceptive. Sounds striking woods or mountainsides change direction, and sometimes appear to come to the scout-from
the direction opposite that of the actual source of the sound.
As a
listening
company.
include a

rule, listening is done by observation elements; in addition, a
post composed of two or three scouts may be provided from the
In this case, it is advisable that the composition of the post
scout who knows the enemy language.

The results of listening are reported at specified times; but such intelligence as, for example, preparations for enemy attack or for nuclear or
chemical strikes, as well as enemy withdrawal from an occupied position, is
-reported immediately.
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Forested mountain terrain allows hidden approach almost to the immediate vicinity of the enemy, and conduct of listening without being noticed.
However, not every scout is able to cope with this mission. Therefore, selection and training of scouts in listening must be given the most serious
attention.
What are the requirements for this category of scout?
First of all, the scout-listener must have exceptionally good hearing,
so that he can determine the nature and source of the slightest sound.

But this is not easily done. For example, not every scout can distinguish
by sound the noise of a tank motor, tractor motor and so forth, or determine from the rate of fire the kind of machine gun.
One of the most important qualities of a scout chosen for listening is
his ability to orient himself under conditions of restricted visibility and
his ability to analyze and summarize what is going on. It is a poor scout
who, hearing one sound or another in enemy positions, cannot find its
source and distance away. This is a hard task. He must remember well each
sound, so as to properly inform the commander. Consequently, a scout selected for listeaing must possess an exceptional memory.

This is all the

more important since reconnaissance data obtained is not sent to the commander immediately, but after some time interval, in most cases.

"i
51

"

In order to recognize the sounds of enemy activity, the scout must
know the-characteristics of different sounds. Thus, for example, infantry
movement makes a deep, uniform noise. A sharply interrupted, metallic roar
and motor noise -- sign of artillery movement. The movement of tanks is

accompanied by an uninterrupted metallic rumble of tracks and sharp motor
wnoises.
hen a tree falls, one. hears-a crash to the earth and snapping of
can determine the nature of enemy activity.
Scouts chosen for listening must be patient and perseverent in attaining their assigned goal.
Especially thorough concealment is necessary while listening. Sometimes the enemy may open provoking fire towards location of the scouts
(listeners). In such an event, for every scout the strict requirement must
be: "Freezel" To move at such a moment and even more, to return fire, is
categorically forbidden; this might ruin the entire operation,
In one's experience he may have heard of a similar situation in which
one reconnaissance group found itself in the Carpathians during..World War

II in 1944, when sent on a listening mission in the mountains.
The group, carrying out its assigned listening mission, took up position in mountains next to the enemy forward defense area by night. Suddenly, from the direction of the enemy, a rustle was heard, and after a short
time cautious, stealthy footsteps were heard. Soon human silhouettes began to appear in the darkness, moving toward the listening post; there were
-414P,
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about ten of them. It became clear to the scouts Lhat this was an enemy
reconnaissance, intent on penetrating our position. What shall-the scouts

do in this case? Join battle with the enemy reconnaissance, thus giving
themselves away, or stay in the same position, not betraying their presence? The scouts chose the latter. Knowing that our battle outposts were
behind them and that the enemy inevitably would run upon them, they acted
quite correctly, letting the enemy reconnaissance go by and continuing to
listen.
The task of a listening post is to locate in an area before nightfall,
as a rule, at a point from which the planned listening site is visible.
In assigning a listening post mission, the commander may point out:
--

"

reference points visible at night;

-- where the enemy is and what he is doing;
-- the listening site, what to install and what !:.und indications to
pay special attention to;
-

..
listening times and the schedule for reporting listening results to

the commander sending the post out.
If a listening post is established beyond the outpost line of our
forces, a schedule for moving out from the outpost line and for returning
to their positions will be established also, and they will be given the
challenge and password.
If necessary, the commander sending out the listening post organizes
their cover.
Movement out to the listening site is accomplished after dark and the
return after completion of the mission -- before the approach of daylight.

Listening is conducted in mountains by posts of 3 or 4 scouts, one of
wfiom is in charge.
Movinj out to their post, they go in a triangular formation (with the angle forward), the man in charge being ahead. as a rule.
Responsibilities are distributed among them in this way: one listens
for anything occurring ahead or to the right; the second -- ahead and to
the left; the third -- to the left (or right) and to the rear. Such a listening arrangement in mountainous terrain has fully justified itself in
battle and combat exercise experiences. This allows the minimum number of
scouts to listen on all sides without their attention being distracted.
Here is an example from World War II of proper organization for listening in mountains. An element from one regiment was forced to halt its
advance for some time toward a defensive line occupied by the enemy in the
mountains, in order to regroup its forces and arms and to bring up support-
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ing weapons, which were spread out along a mountain road. On the line mentioned, the enemy had barbed wire entanglements and had arranged obstrctions, trenches and other defensive works. Judging by this, it appeared
that the enemy intended to defend this place stubbornly. At this time, it
became known from reconnaissance information that the resisting enemy was a
more exact definition of the enemy's intention was required. This mission
was entrusted to a group of courageous scouts from the ranks, Privates
Sysoyev, Kuznetsov and Petrov.
With the coming of darkness, they moved out near the enemy defensive
positions to listen. Until approximately midnight, an enemy machine gun
section fired from time to time inthe direction of the regimental battle
formation. But later on the fire became weaker. Within the enemy positions, movement became noticeable, engine noise and the sound of breaking
twigs was heard, and voices were raised. The man in charge of the listening group, comparing all available information, concluded that the enemy
was preparing to withdraw. A scout was dispatched quickly with this information to the commander who organized the listening. On the basis of this
information, one of the elements of the regiment received the assignment -reconnoiter the enemy defenses and, in the event the listening information
was verified, begin at once to pursue the enemy.
The unit, not meeting great resistance, went through the barbed wire
entanglement and, convinced that the enemy had withdrawn, began to pursue
him.
Thanks to skillful listening, the -intentionsof the enemy command were
determined and he was prevented from breaking off contact with our pursuing forces.
The conducting of listening reconnaissance in mountains makes it possible to obtain valuable information about the enemy, especially under
night conditions, as well as by day under conditions of poor visibility
(low clouds, fog, rain and so forth).
However, it must always be kept in mind that listening in mountains is
useful only if it is really well-organized, and when scouts who are welltrained and who know well the particulars of different sounds are detailed
for listening.
We bring up one example which took place during World War II (1944) in
one of the sectors of the front lines in mountainous terrain.
Army forces prepared to assume the offensive. The night before the attack, in one of the important sectors where our forces were to launch the
main strike, a division in that sector was ordered to organize listening
side-by-side with other methods of reconnaissance.
The specific execution of this mission was entrusted to two scouts of
the regimental reconnaissance platoon, which was in immediate contact
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with the enemy. The listening group was supposed to establish whether the
enemy reinforced this sector with tanks by night. This was very important,
since if the enemy brought up tanks into this region, the change in
strength ratio would not favor our attacking force.
The scouts occupied the designated place and began to carry out their
mission. At about 2 o'clock in the morning the regimental staff received
news from the listening group that a large number of enemy tanks had arrived in the region mentioned between 2200 hrs and 0200 hrs.
However, when they began to check thoroughly the information received
from the regimental "listeners," it turned out that no enemy tanks whatever
had arrived in this area; the scout-listeners had mistaken the work of two
or three prime-movers, pulling guns into position over two mountain roads
which were difficult to negotiate after rain, for tank movements.
This happened because the scouts chosen for listening'were not welltrained, poorly understood how to differentiate among sounds, drew hurried
and unfounded-conclusions and scnt them to the staff.
Listening in mountainous terrain is very important as a reconnaissance
method and must be conducted on a broad scale; however, in all cases, information obtained by listening must be verified by different reconnaissance
means and methods and compared with information obtained from other sources.
Listening, in mountains as on level terrain, requires the wide use of
special technical means. In particular, listening may be carried out by
use of communications means. This makes it possible to gather information
by listening in on enemy.telephone conversations and by intercepting his
radio messages.
Sharply broken mountainous terrain creates an abundance of dead spaces
and hidden approaches. This, in its turn, assists in penetration of enemy
positions by scout-listeners, who can tap enemy wire communication lines
with an ordinary field telephone. The scout group appointed to listen in
on telephone conversations must not fail to include a scout who knows the
enemy language. Otherwise, the organization of such listening is useless.

-*
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For intercepting enemy radio broadcasts, a special radio station or receiver is provided, with the help of which radio operator-scouts who know
the enemy language can listen to the radio transmissions and obtain the necessary information in this way.
Such a situation, which occurred during World War .II,.might be cited.
In one of the mountainous areas of Carpathia, .our troops, exploiting
an attack, reached a water line and seized a bridgehead. The enemy launched
a fierce counterattack, with the aim of stopping further advance by our
forces. Scouts of one division, listening to enemy conversations with a
radio, received this message: "I am 1st Battalion comander, Captain Fish-44-.
.
•
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.

man, . . I am out of ammunition, I have lost many, there are 46 men left
in the battalion, I cannot hold out, I am starting to withdraw." Timely
receipt of this radio intercept by the regimental commander permitted him,
committing his reserve, to repel an enemy counterattack, to force the remnant of the enemy battalion to dig into the trenches of his next defense
line and to expand and secure the bridgehead.
Many similar examples of successful radio intercepts can be taken
from the war years.
Consequently, this method of listening is used during operations in
mountainous and wooded mountain terrain.

Raids in mountainous terrain
approacn to the
Raids as
a reconnaissance
consist
a hidden
previously
studied
and planned method
objective
chosenoffor
the reconnaissance
ele-

.:,

ment, and of a sudden attack on it with the purpose of seizing prisoners,
documents and different types of armament and military equipment.
Objectives of a raid may be an individual soldier (observer, machine
gunner, mesenger, patrols and others) or any small enemy group in the forward area or deep in his position,. in trenches, in individual dugouts or in
other defensive works..
Raids are the most difficult method of reconnaissance. They require
great skill in organization and conduct, exceptionally good training, en-

duranc~e and steadfastness on the part af the. scouts..

In mountainous and wooded mountain terrain, a raid is .the most widely
used method of conducting reconnaissance.
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Experience during World War I and .postwar military exercises confirms
that, under mountain conditions, a raid is most advantageously.conducted at
dawn, in fog, at twiltght or under night conditions. Wooded- ountain terrain provides the-most advantageous conditions -for conducting raids. by day..
light.
it is betthen, is it explained that, under mountain conditions,
trHow,
..--.
.
ter.to conduct raids in daytime, rather than-at night.?:

• -

Nights in mountains are especially dark; sometimes it Is so dark that
nothing can be seen 3-S a away.. It is darker still when me is in a valey
or gorge, that is, in low places.

.

1

-i.
It is difficult to orient oneself, even by dAy, but at night iti

*
*
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even more difficult to find the intended attack objective, even one studied
before to a sufficient extent; it is as though it-were exceptionally welliconcealed and adapted to the terrain,. In return, the sharply btoken and

•
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clozed terrain, as well as the presence of a large number of hidden approaches, to enemy positions and unoccupied terrain areas, permits successful conduct of raids under daylight conditions.
However, this does not mean that night raids will not be conducted in
mountains. It all depends on the specific conditions which develop, but it
must be remembered that preparation and conduct of night raids is very conplicated. Preparations for night raids must be very thorough. It is neces'Ary to designate the route of the rf,%onnaissance element (group) to the objective of the raid by artificial reference points suitable for night use.
It is necessary to study very well the terrain of the area, approach routes.
to the objective, hidden and unobservable approaches, the location of obstacles and bypasses around them. There must be exceptionally good mastery
of the signals and commands, so that the safe conduct of the raid, on the
approach to the objective, as well as during withdrawal to their troop

positions after fulfilling thp mission.I
Preparation of a reconnaissance element (group) for a raid in mountain~s requires a great deal mkore time than for one on level terrain.* This
toqetosto be resolved on level terrain, as i rule, raises the neces.sitfo study of approaches and the nature of mountain obstacles on the
roue
o heobjewtive bya sml eonisnegroupdipthdaedo
time. Besides, moeetby individuals must usually be quick and silentn
overcoming mountain obstacles with the-help of mountain equipment.
Experience during World War It and unit training exercises shows that
selection of recnnaissanc-e elements or groups for conducting iaids in m tains is not expedient, for the most part. The direction of large numbers.
of scouts is very difficult and complicates movement, especially in areas
detected by the Onemy,. aind this leads to unwarranted losses. Therefore, tocoullaissanceoaicw-n~tt and groups for conducting raids in wmtains
se. ofa small-number of men, of 8-10 men.

abst

Objectives for raids in mownteinous terrair, are usuolly chosen on the
flanks. or. rear of enosy' strong points, in placs- where the onermy'least oxcbos is usually less.
After rocoxving a mission anid understanding it, the recousissanee ole

*and

j

disposition of onemy. %%pons, engineer works and terrain in thd area i
which the attack will be conducted. Mtddcu approathes- leading to the f lailks
2rid rear of the objective must be studied ospecially thorough.1y. ContinualI
unremittiag observation of the selected iid objective wist be executed.
it-is recomesnjed that study~, of thie objectivc in mountain and forosted.
sinco obstrvtation of the
runtaio
terrain be condutted from ! r5puiots,
w
objective from I point does not inSUre a full and detailed kMt*lcdgo of it

uader these conditions.
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Experience in the conduct of reconnaissance imiuntains during past
wars underscores the fact that, if study of the objective is insufficiently
thought out and then is made from only one place, the raid will usually be
unsuccessful. Here is one of the examples.
A reconnaissance group, observing an enemy objective, established
that, every day, in the evening, a group of four or five men went to an isolated house located in neutral territory. The reconnaissance group was
given the mission of seizing prisoners from this group, in order to learn
from them information of the enemy dispositions and of his intentions in a
given direction.
The scouts organized observation for the purpose of studying the area
of operations and the raid objective from one of the heights immediately in
front of the forthcoming operation. Observation was continued for a period
of two days. As a result of the observations, the reconnaissance group commander came to the conclusion that it was best to appoach the house and to
launch the attack on the enemy group from the southwest side. The basis of
this decision was that the enemy soldiers always moved in a southeasterly
direction and, besides, in the southwest part, in his opiniou, was a more
covered area, which might facilitate surprise in the reconnaissance action.
However, two days after the study and observation, on the night of the
raid, when the scouts had covertly approached the house and were ready to
"
rush it, they noticed ahead a deep bluff with a wire obstacle, witich Lh
could not got through -ilently. And the enemy soldiers, during this time,

went past the place of the planned attack and returned to their own positions. Of course, the reconnaissance group returned to its own positions
without accomiplishing its assigned mission.
h.d -This all occurred because study and observation of the raid objective
had been organized from only one place. The result was a one-sided study
of the terrain in the operations area and objective, only from the southCast; the southwest sector, w.toro the group had to conduct the operation,
Was hardly studied at all. In order to study it well, they should have s0tooted new ebservation sites, which wo'uld have Insured good observation of

the whole area. The group conmander did not do this and,. as a result, the

A

t aid

w tusuccessful.
A docision to conduct a raid nist take into accowit the times for the

start and end of the raid, the line of departure and ti.me of departure; the

approach route to the enemy and the order of iarch; Measures to prevent, and
plan of action in the eve-nt of, an unexpected meeting with the enemy tlef~rt,
rcaihing the attack objective; conventional signs and signal

I

for directing

the recoonaissance element (group); the plan of attack on the raid objectiro; order and route of departrn after accolishing the mission; first
aid ad evacuation of the wounded; plan for taking prisoners.
After asTiving at a decision as to the conduct of the raid, trainilg

oust be conducted on terrain similar to that in the raid area in overcoming
mountain obstactos and activities during the attack on the objective.

.
Cv
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conducting the training, it is necessary to rehearse every step of the raid
from beginning to end, to precisely delineate individual details and to
remedy any defects discovered. The training exercises also make it possible
to check all calculations made. Full agreement must be reached as to the
scouts' activities, with each one knowing and remembering every part of hisI
task, role and place in the raid, at every stage of the raid.
Just as during the training exercises, so during the raid, special
attention must be given to maintaining indivudual mountain equipment and
knowledge of its use, questions of mutual aid in overcoming mountain obstacles, as well as questions of orientation during the raid.
When assigning .the raid mission, the element (group) commander usually
explains: reference points; intelligence of the enemy in the raid area;, the
element (group) mission and the plan for executing it; composition and
tasks of the attack, security and obstacle removal groups; route and order
of movement to the raid objective; plan of action during the attack and the
return; plan of action for the scouts during a sudden meeting with the eniemy before reaching the objective; location of supporting fire positions;
signals to open and cease fire; direction signals and their locations,
The times -for beginning and ending the raid must b-, chosen withi great.
accuracy. In calculating the times, it must be borne in mind that the reconnaissance element (group) will approach the enemy over unfamiliar and
difficu~lt mountain terrain..will operate under night conditions and. bewies
ill rwed to Iake frequent stops in ordor to- orient themselves and
to Xve~tore communications within the group.
iEVMr scout selected for a raid ust learni his task, plananad direc.
ti"m of movement, signals aid conventional signs.
The sudden appearaiace of uven a small group of scouts on an almost'inaccossible hoight, which the vnemy considers to tw unoccupied Significntly
chances for succeof the atta&kincreases
III approaching 'the ub'octive of a~ attack in mountainous terraiit U
NCSaty to take into~ account the Cirtuastmec that scouts %ay 00i
be detected by the enemy as they cove over ft, ~tain, roads,, tralIs, ind over
posses at tho tops of dominatifig heights, since int theso places the CtaeW
will set out lUstpang posts, 'sendw
ot patrols and sdt UP aa~hohs..

*is

-The approach to an Attack objective in. aoutains -is mude 5ost of afll
aloug ravifies, strna and .1ong the slopes of hlS drig.

.4

~

7he lino of departuro for the reconaissaice detachment Assightd to
the raid should be As elotc as possible to the raid objective. Upon ItVing
it tho scouts %ust move toward the raid objective undor tovor, taking. all
aaczssary. weaures for conctalment. and security.
the raid operation usually begins with the aking of a ga; through the
artif~icial obstacle. After receivinig &u., si&"gnao the obstacle removal
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group that the approach to the raid objective is ready, the security group
moves out and, after it, the main assault for~e.
The distance between scouts must be such that commanids may be transmitted from hand to hand or along a cord.
When crawling along, it is necessary also to observe caution, feeling
the earth, vegetation, rocks and surrounding objects. So as not to give
oneself awaay while crawling along hillsides on hands and knees and not toI
dislodge rocks, especially near the raid objeCtive, it is necessary to support oneself on the elboiis and knees, slightly raising the trunk.

Inmountainous terrain, particularly at night, itisvery difficult
to orient oneself; therefore, at the point of departure it is necessary to
determine the azimuth of the movement and to designate one who knows well
how to move by azimuth and find reference points and the route of movement
to the objective, as the load scout.
In moving across a minefield, it is necessary to hold strictly to the
designated direction, since an untiecossary step to the sido may cause a msine
to explodo and-to kill the whole affair.
Fire may be opened only on order of the group commander. Silence must
be m~ost strictl observed, because any souxnd at all may give -away the pros-.
enlce of the Ev"Ap and prevent accomplishment of tho mission.
If the enemy upens fire, even that does not waan that lie has. observed
the scouts; in £tis event, it is necessary to keep cool., wait.-until the all*my. ceases fire and continue with the mission,
Scouts t~ust be able'silently und safely to .ovorcome all'pqssible obstaclos in appitaching the onemy objective.
I f the enevy suceds in ~ktecting the reonwnaissance oemont (group)
as it a proaches the attack objective, it is ivpossible to reai in place;
OVenft ith
64W.y OPOWs fire, it -is necassary quickly rush aad. to. the ob
jOtV.the
sindobjoctive, it is necessary to aet boldly and
reSolutely;, indecisiveness- and slug.gishness lead" to failure to. fulfil the
asigio' task.
An attack on an objective In mnountainous terraiu Is best launched
from -above, since this porwits, a siter
Attack on it. Besides. an attack
on a selcted etway fbjective is motvepodient frmi tho rtar and by a *Voty
difficult route, for the enemy vill be more vigilant in the acces-sible
diretions, covering thon with various obstacles and with fire, increasing.
observation and so forth; this significantly incrtosts tho. difficulty of
conductiag an attackzdat! may lead to failure to fUlfil the mission.
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In a sudden attack on the enemy, in the first place, it is necessary
to disarm him; to accomplish this, it is necessary to stun him with a heavy
blow on the head or by covering his head with a shelter-half (knapsack),
then to gag him, tie his hands and quickly lead him back to his position.
the enemy opens fire while the scout is returning to his own position, If
then,
together with his prisoner, he must wait it out in a sheltered
place until the enemy ceases fire. If there is no cover, then he calls for
fire from the supporting units by previously agreed signals.

I

In no event may the body of a dead scout be left in the foe's territory, or wounded in the fire zone. All measures must be taken to return
them to the positions of their troops.
Here is an example of a raid conducted in mountainous terrain..which
place during a tactical oxercise (Fig. 31).
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group. Beforehand, the scouts thoroughly studied the terrain and the at.tack objective -- a machine gun crew, which was moved out every night by
the ,enemy" to an isolated dugout near a stream.
According to the plan adopted, the scouts were to move unoticed by
the northwest slope of Hill 1000 to the machine gun crew in the "enemy"
rear. In case of detection of the attack group by the "enemy," the securi-

I

A

ty group must cover the attack group and its withdrawal after fulfilling
the mission..
The attack group successfully negotiated the route cleared by the
combat engineers into the forward defense area of the "enemy," and proceeded to the vicinity of il 1000; they neared the attack objective unnoticed. They took the dugout in a sudden assault and noiselessly took the.
machine gun cruw prisoners.

t

After this, the attack group, with two "prisoners," begart its return
to friendly lines. Nowever, in traversing the "enemy" forward area, they
were detected and fire was opened on them from an eutrenchmort on the. orthen' slope of ill1 1000. The security group returned the "enemy" fire and
insured the safe retuni of the attack group to friendly lines.
Ambushes in mountainous terrain
Ambush

it is a seet

thoxroughly, couflaged 9Ositlon, prvpaed

well ahead of timeo by s'Couts ont a route the enyemy is most likely to use,
with the aim of taking a audJenk attack oi him and geizio& prisoners. d*w
tents, different typos ofT veapvys and ml litawy equipwmt 4
ash -.
oll-pftpared
A I I -organuited aid
for the foe, to fall into -it is easy-, but to esaw
difficult.
In to•tpari orl sit

oflV"itugdS.

th

in its way it. t
It"it-is escoodingly

mehotd,
erotnnissatnbush has a nojuior

The oeoy, not dreaing of anger, f6lls Into the hwnds of

1

the ScoutS, Vho Are atiust cwplealy safo. A sudden attack from ashort
distance c .oely strlois-es and ,)la~tes the eutm~yr dcpriving hi of
An attuak fr%* 0mush it-,
untortsurds
th possibility of taking any
self is over very quikly aild i usully 1without lots to the scouts.

P rti-saation and organifationof Ambu hes-"

In mtmrt~ibs, abUShZ s aS a tWonflaissacO teto have very wide use
of
ts set up on attlak and ratreat rtes
in all types of co Wat, and aaoti
itt .bS,
In
byond the scope of reconoaissano.
the enemy ate freqv"ctly
such awbushes are frquwtly directed towards the annihilatioa of the 4'Ctreating enemy 3*fppoter or, by sudden and stunning attaCks on the enemy, tO
force him to abandon his opuipent on wtotain radls. The exaple given
below will serve to confirm this.
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the Sudak area (1944), ten scouts, with Private Krupchannikov at
the head, set up an ambush on a very narrow section of road: zbove the
road was an overhanging cliff; below was a steep slope. Mhen the enemy coliumn reached the ambush site, the scouts suddenly opened heavy fire with
automatic weapons and threw grenadcs at the enemy vehicle column. Ahead of
the vehicles was a roadblock, which caused a traffic jam. Panic sprung up
among the soldiers. At this time, our main force, following the enemy, hit
the column from the rear. As the result of a short battle, 70 enemy sol'diers and officers were killed, about 500 prisoners and many vehicles and
much military equipment were taken.
Especially thorough forethought must be given to the organization of
an ambush on a route over which enemy nuclear weapoas delivery means and
ammunition are likely to pass. These means will be moved up to the front
lines by the enemy, employing every means of concealment and security;
therefore, ambushes must be so arranged and so secured as to prevent the
-n-emy scouts from encountering them.
For preparing ambushes in mountains for strictly reconnaisstuce missions, it is normal to assign an element with this composition; a squad or
piatoon in armored personnel carriers and tanks, or a foot reconnaissanco
Vgrou- numbering S-10 men.
opendinpg on the situation and terrain conditions, an ambush may be
,. ffo.ced with combat engineors and separate guns. In all ev nts, as i
ivconnaio
$snce conducted by other wmans, the ambush group ut include a
chamical scont.
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covering places for setting up ambushes within enemy positions is much
simplifieah
Sharply broken mountainous terrain, with a great many folds and covered places, often with thick vegetation or abundant rocks, provides excellent conditions for hidden operations by small reconnpissance groups in
enemy positions.
The very small number of roads and trails almost always forces the
enemy to move by one of these routes or another; even small groups or individual soldiers cannot avoid it. Therefore, in mountains it is much easier
to find a place which is suitable for setting up ambushes.
The great number of various terrain folds, slopes, gorges, hollows and
so forth, make it possible to leau an enemy directly intoan ambush, and
this, in its turn, creates very favorable conditions for sudden and-stunning attacks, without even opening fire.

I

Preparations for conducting an ambush involves selection of an ambush
site, study of the routes of movement to it and return and selection and
thorough study of attack objectives. However, in the cou.rse of military
operations, circumstances may arise which require setting up an ambush without prior preparation. For setting up such ambushes, the most experienced
and wisest scouts must be chosen.
In mountainous and forested mountain terrain, ambushes can most conveniently be set up on roads. and trails which go through narrow valleys,
gorges, ravines and wooded areas. However, movement by mountain roads and
trails to the ambush site is not recommended, since the enemy himself is
For covert
constructing ambushes in these places and organizing patrols.
movement to ambush sites, it is best of all to use the most-difficult areas
of mountainous terrain.
For taking prisoners by setting up ambushes,in mountains, during World
War II, the widest variety of objectives was chosen. Ambushes were set up
around entrenchments, road junctions, bunkers, dugouts, by intentionally
destroying enemy communications lines, near bridges across mountain rivers,
on routes usually travelled by sentries, patrols and messengers, on routes
of movement of motor vehicles, motorcycles and tanks, especially on sharp
turns and ascents.
Successful ambushes in mountainous terrain depend, not on-numerical
superiority over the enemy, but on sudden attacks, coordinated actions, and
on the skill with which scouts operate in mountainous terrain conditions.
For an ambush, men must be chosen who are courageous and bold, have keen
hearing and excellent eyesight, and who move quickly and silently, using
mountain equipment, and orient themselves very well in mountain3 by day ana
by night. Bravery, endurance, strong discipline and mutual helpfulness -basic qu_. Ities of scouts in setting up ambushes.
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Preparation of scouts chosen for ambush operations must take place in'
difficult sections of mountainous terrain, with particular attention-to_ the
sI1ent movement of euipwnt, concealment and silent actions.

-:

Ambushes can be set up ixn mountains by day, as well as by night.

Am-

bushes at night have a stunning, demoralizing effect on the enemy, but under
mountain conditions they require particular thoroughness in preparation,
training of scouts and coordination of operations. Orientation in mountains
:-at night is especially complicated, both when moving up to the ambush site,
and inattacking the enemy and returning to friendly lines. Therefore, as
experience in past wars and postwar maneuvers shows, mountain ambushes are
most often carried out under daylight tonditions. This makes it possible to
act in a more confident and coordinated manner; and, with regard to covert
operations, the mountainous terr.ain itself, with its abundance of all kinds
of cover, facilitates them.

j

For scout operations in night ambushes, it is necessary tc. provide
them with night vision equipment.
Setting up an ambush during mountain operations is done most advantageously in this manner: the attack section of the group must take up positions as close as possible to the road or trail, thac is as close as possible to that place where there is the greatest likelihoou of the enemy appearing. The remainder of the group or element must tLke up positions on
the slope above, in two or three spots selected so that the area where the
enemy is expected to appear is covered by fire from all sides, and so that
that security of the attack group is insured from all sides as-well.
Here is one of the examples of conduct of an ambush in mountains.

.
:*"

In one sector of the front, reconnaissance group commander, Sergeant
Rudnev, received the assignment of moving out into the enemy area and taking
prisoners. The reconnaissance group of six men spent a day thoroughly
studying enemy defenses and the area selected for penetration of the enemy
lines from an observation post to the east of Motmt Odnoga. Penetration of
the forward area of the enemy defenses was to begin after midnight, with arrival in the enemy rear calculated to be before sunrise. At 2300 hrs the
reconnaissance group started out, and at 0100 hrs the scouts had safely
penetrated the enemy's forward defense area (Fig. 32). At 0200 hrs the
scouts had penetrated 1.5 km behind the enemy forward area and had arrived
on the northwest slopes of Mount Odnoga.
Thoroughly studying the footprints on the trail, Rudnev concludedthat
the enemy used one of the trails: this was witnessed to by the presence of
enemy soldier boot prints and a number of other signs -- cigarette butts and
pieces of paper thrown beside the trail, usually on the ascent to the peak,
where the enemy evidently went to rest. Rudnev positioned the scouts along

the trail with the aim of making a successful attack on the enemy.

.4
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Fig. 32:

Ambush activities of Sergeant Rudnev's

reconnaissance group
Key:

a. Mt. Bukovinets
e. Mt. Odnoga
b. Mt. Bolt
f. Mt. Charna Sykhla
c. Dluge Pole area
g. Mt. Kundrat
d. Reconaissance group

Indeed, in a few minutes a group of enemy soldiers, numbering ten men,
appeared on the trail. When they had approached to within 15-20 m of them,
on Rudnev's command, the scouts simultaneously opened heavy fire. The enemy lost their heads, several soldiers were killed, and the rest dropped to
the ground. Not giving them time to collect themselves, Rudnev rushed forward, commanding as he moved: "Halt, hands up!" Three enemy, after throwing away their weapons, raised their hands.
Having taken the prisoners, Rudnev quickly headed back toward his own
unit. The whole group returned safely to their position.
Whilemethod
conducting
in mountains,
ambushactivities.
as a reconnaissance
finds combat
wide useoperations
in all types
of unit combat
During reconnaissance detachment operations in mobile warfare or scout
activities in the enemy rear, the situation will develop most often so that,
under generally favorable conditions for setting up an ambush, time to organize it will be severely limited. Under these conditions, the reconnaissance element (group) commander must quickly evaluate the situation, literally on the move make a decision and assign the combat mission, having
pointed out where and how many enemy there are, the purpose of the ambush,
where and in what order to take up positions, the order of attack on the
enemy and signals and their locations.

V
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Methods of operation from ambushes
The attack on a single enemy soldier approaching the ambush site must
be sudden, without firing. It is expedient to accomplish the attack on an
individual tank, motor vehicle or motorcycle after the vehicle has been put
out of action by fire or by being blown up (with a mine or grenade).
If various kinds of traps are-.prepared on the enemy route of movement,
the attack on an individual tank, motor vehicle or'motorcycle can be accom-

plished silently.
Wire or strong rope may be stretched across the r, ahead of time to
attack a motorcyclist; running into the wire, the motorcyclist will be
thrown from the motorcycle.
For a tank or motor vehicle, a well-concealed hole or ditch may be
prepared, into which a tank or motor vehicle will fall, after which prisoners may be taken silently and easily from the ambush.
From among the examples of ambushes organized in mountainous terrain,
the action of a reconnaissance group in the area of Mount Styrka (Fig. 33)
might be used.

<Ka
-

-

.../

-

Fig. 33: Night ambush operation of
Sergeant Konovalov's group
Key:

d. Mt. Styrka
a. North
b. South
c. Point of departure
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The reconnaissance group was composed of ten men.

Training was con-

ducted for the entire group, in which special attention was given to the
techniques of moving through mountains, secrecy in approaching ambush
sites, arrangement of the ambush and methods of attacking the enemy. After
preparation was finished, the group set about performing its assigned mis-

-

sion.

j

The scouts, penetrating a mine field under cover of darkness, reached
the ambush site. Group commander, Sergeant Konovalov, familiarized himself
and the group with the terrain in the ambush area, and gave details of the

battle tasks and plan of action.

----:

Approximately an hour after arriving in the ambush area, enemy movement in .platoon strength was noted in the direction of the reconnaissance
group. Sergeant Konovalov decided not to attack the numerically superior
enemy force approaching, since to do this silently would be impossible; but
he decided to let the enemy platoon pass and to wait for single soldiers.
A half-hour later, two enemy soldiers appeared on the trail. The group commander decided to attack them. When the enemy soldiers came even with the
ambush site, the scouts designated for the attack swiftly pounced on them.
One of the soldiers was killed with cold steel, and the other was taken prisoner. The enemy did not detect the action of our reconnaissance group.
Completing the assigned ambush, the group returned with the prisoners and
without loss to their own unit positions.

f:

Thus, by careful preparation, proper selection of an ambush site, as
well as good self-restraint and silent actions, the scouts insured the accomplishment of the assigned mission.
Experience in combat operations in mountains confirms that ambushes
may accomplish tasks, not only by taking prisoners, military equipment and
documents, but may cause great losses among superior enemy forces, engage in
battle with reserves moving up, temporarily delay movements on roads and
trails which cross gorges, ravines, cornices and so forth. To accomplish
such a mission, ambushes must be more heavily manned and must take advantage of tanks, armored personnel carriers and separate guns.
In concluding this section, the reminder must be given Of the basic
obligation which every scout must know and implement during training and ambush operations.
Every scout selected for an ambush must clearly understand his task
and the unit mission, the plan of movement to the ambush site, communications signals and the plan for return to his unit positions.
The route by which he will move must be thoroughly studied, and movement to the attack site must be accomplished with all measures of security,
silence and secrecy.
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the surrounding
terrain, withthorough
concealment
In antheambush,
is
gving
slightest
sign of
life, andinobserving
absolute-silence,
.cessary
Observation sites with good all-around fields of view must be chosen; the enemy's appearance is to be signalled quickly to the commander,
but in such a manner that the enemy does not notice. Otherwise, the success of the mission will be frustrated.
It is necessary to wait patiently for the enemy, until the commander
signals the taking of some action or other.
In taking a single soldier prisoner, action is sudden, only cold
steel is used, and firearms are used only in exceptional circumstances.
When prisoners or documents have been captured, a quick departure
from the ambush area must be made. Do not stay at the attack site for anything, lest the enemy take advantage of it.
The basis of success in ambushes is the endurance and courage of the
scouts, suddenness of action and the ability to cleverly overcome mountain
obstacles.
Reconnaissance in the enemy rear
Reconnaissance in the enemy rear -- the most complex typo of scout
operations in mountainous terrain.
Scouts operate in the cnemy rear in 4 solation from our forces, withon
out their help and fire support, in completely hostile surroundings and
unfamiliar terrain. Scouts will have to overcome many difficulties, are
continually exposed to danger, and experience great physical and moral
stress. Therefore, side-by-side with heightened vigilance, it is necessary
to observe maximum secrecy, caution and self-control, to be prepared continually (if conditions require) to fight independently, counting exclusively on his own strength.
Characteristic of the nature of scout operations in the enemy rear
are their independence in selecting attack objectives and methods of operation, which require skill in quickly evaluating a situation and reaching a
valid decision.
For accomplishing reconnaissance missions in the enemy rear, it is
hose devotion to their native land knows no
necessary to choose scouts -bounds and who are ready ;?jr aniy trial, who possess strong character,
strength of will, physical hardiness, resourcefulness, inventiveness, efficiency and ability to overcome various mountain obstacles. If possible,
scouts must be chosen from among inhabitants of mountain regions and alpinists who have experience in moving through mountains.
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Under modern conditions, one of the most important missions of
scouts operating in the enemy rear is the unmasking of the areas and sites
of nuclear attack means positions and preparations for their use as well.
In addition, they can carry out other important reconnaissance missions, to disclose and define more exactly the enemy forces in a certain
area, especially tank forces; to follow their displacements and the nature
of their operations, to disclose the transport of enemy units by railroad
and highway to or along the front lines, to establish the presence and
state of readiness of defensive lines, the nature of their engineer-type
works,tO spot command and observation posts, headquarters, communications
centers, depots and other important objectives in the enemy rear, to define
more exactly the nature of the terrain in the enemy positions, condition of
r)ads, trails, mountain rivers, bridges and crossings for various kinds of
untits. Besides disc;losing enemy nuclear attack means, scouts operating in
h. rear may adjust the fire of our weapons and direct aircraft for the destruction of nuclear attack means and other most important objectives deep
in the enemy positions.

--

The poor accessibility of separate mountain sections and the small
number of roads and trails means that the enemy will not have a continuous
front in mountains. Military operations will be carried on over a braod
front, with vacant intervals and open flanks, which permits scouts to penetrate deep into enemy positions and conduct reconnaissance on his most importait objectives.

I

4ountainous terrain favors scouts in conducting not just purely roconnaissance missions. Experience in military operations during World War
II and during military exercises confirms that, during pursuit of the enemy, a small group of scouts can successfull7 attack small enemy wlts moving over narrow mountain roads, interrupt lateral roads at very impcrtant
places, break up enemy unit supply and transport and destroy his communications lines and moans.
A well-prepared and well-trained group of scouts, even of small
size, operating in the enemy rear in mountainous terrain, can executo reconnaissanco missions which would be beyond the power of the strongest
small recormiassance unit under level terrain Conditions. Sharply. broken
mountain terrain and the large amount of different kinds of cover provide.
excellent conditions for secret reconnaissance operations in.the eneoy
rear. Even in the event a group operating in the rear is discovered by the
onorty, mountain conditions permit it
to break contact with the enemy

without loss, relocate in a different reglon and continue Oxecuti n of its.
*

assigned missioa.
The composition of a group of scouts operating in the enemy rear doends on the assigned mission and on terrain conditiens. Ilowever, it can be.
stated dokfinitely that, in mountainous terrai., such groups will be small,
three to five, with a.aximum
of seven, men, since a large group has
considerable difficulty in negotiating almost inaccessible sections of

mdo
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As a rule, it is necessary to include in the composition of such a
group a radio operator and a scout who knows the enemy language. This is
important because the return of a prisoner captured in the enemy rear is
not always possible. Therefore, interrogation will most often be conducted
on the spot, and information obtained, especially of nuclear attack means,
is quickly sent by radio to the commander sending out the group. To have
i.n the group of scouts one who knows the enemy language is also important
because scouts operating in mountains often interrogate local inhabitants,
especially about questions of tvafficabi lity of routes, orientation, presence and nearness of the enemy and so forth.
Imay also happen that scouts will suddenly rn into hostile patrols or listening posts at night or during attack on an objective. In
such circumstances, it will be important to distract the enemy's attention,
even if momentarily, with phrases spoken in his language. To do this without a scout who knows the enemy language is almost impossible.
In case of necessity, the composition of the group for reconnaissance in the enemy rear includes an artillery-rocket gunner, chemical.Soldier and combat engineer.
Preparation of a group for operations in the enemy rear must be conducted on terrain similar-to that of the area of the intended operation.
Scouts must haave a practical mastery of the following questions: cquipment
for observing the enemy doep in his positions; the group plan of operations
in ambush, raids or necessary combat in various situations; methods of orientation and movement in mountainous terrain by map. azimuth, terrain fentus and methods of cdimouflae as Voll; oq'ivmellt for tzoinp
'eAnm
pihone lines and. listenin u~ cuesations k use of special means of UxwitidLi~ movement.

*

*

Scout selocted for operations in the emw~ rear muot kito, in dietail,
all signs by which they voy detet tie. prosence ad 0, ation of nuclear
weapons delivery Ocaos and a *iitioni d Mtow the procedues for *aoving
thou goinginto firing positions. -theirdeployment tmd proteationmWtbods*
Wiithout study7 of eumy nuear attack means and wi thoet knowing the'
t is almost iwssiiblt to accowlish the task' of 4eeenstoitering themn in woutains.
signs ineiioloiw

Sixwts mest stody and knov various mthads
Xfd.een hi
i~.craft to the ivoconnoiteftd target and sioplo Mothol4s of artilloay target
designation and fire adjustment.

Together wi th these,* it i s ic ar to0se h rcdr
o
withdrawal of the group to a safo place in the. event that, after signal Of
the scouts. our tmt are, to launch a strike against a.discovered objo4tive.

Procedure for dispatch and movement of groups in nuntains
Scouts may be dispatched to the enemy rear in mountainous terrain on
foot (by crossing the front lines), by parachute drop or by helicopter

landing, depending on the situation. Whatever the means of transport, corresponding training of the scouts will be conducted.

"[absence

Infiltration into enemy positions in mountains is considerably
easier than under level terrain conditions. Even if the enemy is vigilant
and active, he is unable to keep the entire zone under observation or oamd
vered by fire. Scouts ought to take advantage of this. Depending oh the
configuration of the mountainous terrain, in the more easily accessible
sectors, the enemy defenses will naturally be stronger, and in other, less
accessible -- weaker. Many sections, because of their inaccessibility or
of trails leading to them, will turn out to be completely unoccupied by the enemy. Such sections are first class and must be used in penetrating the front lines.
For moving deep into enemy positions, scouts must use almost inaccessible sections of mountainous terrain, stay off the roads (if not stated
in the reconnaissance mission assigned to them), move over wooded or rocky
iLections, since, going by road or trail, they will more quickly expose themselves to a sudden enemy attack. In addition, because of their scarcity,,
roads and trails will always be occupied by the enemy.
Off-road movement by the group insures the scouts' hidden approach
to the objective, antd this is one of the indispensable conditions for scout
operations in the enemy avar.
Scouts must be silent in crossing the front lines, observing strict
discipline and camuflage wasuivs. In penetrating t'to front lines by
night, it must be rmmbored that the enemy contintously observes, using
night vision. apparatus; therefort, successful penetration of the frot
linos is possible only by skilful use of the terrain. Movoent i necessary by such a route that the danger of thegroup being ilIlu-inated by the
infrared radiation of the night vision equipwnt is eliinated. Such spots
may be gorges, ravines, dense shrubbery and vegetation. In addition, rain,
fog and snow also decroaso the possibility .of the enciy's use of night vi$ion moans.
During the time of wovemont, short stops aust be made to listen, especially at places where various mountain obstcles are overcome.
ln the
area is illuminated by the enemy, the group, not waitiig for co=.nds, must
halt and drop to the ground
If the group is detected by the enemy uhile
penetrating the front lines, it is necessar,, depending on the situation,
either to call in artillery fire or, usinr, the sharply broken terrain, to
move to the side quickly, change direction and covertly continue movemwnt
toward the enemy rear.
Dropping the group in the enemy rear by airplane or helicopter is
done most often when t&v mission assigned to them is at great depth or when
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the group's route of movement has many different, serious obstacles (rocky
and inaccessible areas, hard-to-cross mountail rivers, deep canyons and so
forth).

-

Upon arrival of the group in the specified region, all scouts must,
first of all, orient themselves, analyze the situation around them and determine more precisely the enemy disposition. On the basis of a thorough
study of the enemy, the group commander defines more exactly the reconnaissance objective and determines the group's method of accomplishing its assigned mission. A hidden spot is then selected -- a base, which is the
jump-off point for the scouts' operation and a resting place, which also
serves for replenishment of ammunition and rations. The base must have
good camouflage, hidden approaches to it and there must not be any strongly
pronounced uncamouflagfa features near it. The base location must be chosen in the wildest section of the area of operations, best of all in a cavern in a deep canyon or among rocks piled up by landslides. In the event
that the main base is discovered by the enemi, an emergency base will be
selected.

Scout operations in the enemy rear
Nethods of scout operations in the enemy rear differ, and are .Jtermined every time by the commader on the spot, depending on the specific
situation, the enemy, the terrain and the composition of the group.
A group operating in tk enemy rear way conduct reconnaissance by
observation, ambushes, raids, listening to telephone eonversflions,-nd by
groid photograph,
"o se sor
operations, in principle, are different in
no way fm operations nd-r ordinary conditions, but they require great
Furprise and caution.
*1 {In all cases and by whatever wthod, rennaissance operations. must
.bo silent, and fire must be held. Fitre ights pressed ty the enemy should
* be avoided by withdra4wal to one side by a previously stipulated route und
breaking off contact with the enoemy, using the sharply broken. terralin, If
all do not succeed in avoiding battle with the eoemy, the group must gie
full support by fire of their weapos, in order to wipe out the enemy or to
inflict significant losses on him, and then swiftly-break co tact and hide
in the mountains.
In motiruainous terrain, a srall, but veli-traned, troop of scou ts
may obtain very iqrtant
information about the enemy and the terrain.
Here is one of the ex-ailes which illustrates this.
In the last days of September, 1944, our forces occupied defenses in
the Carpathian foothills an.d prepared for an offensive in the ountains.
Therefore, they required information about the forested mountain terrain ahead and about the enemy dispositions.

-Wi-

Four brave Soviet scouts (Lieutenant Chernov, Sergeant Martynov,
Privates Khirepko and Slutskiy) set out on a difficult journey across the
Carpathians. They wore winter camouflage coats, were armed with submachine
guns, hand grenades and trench knives, and had a ten-day supply of rations
with them.
While our forces fought in the foothills of the mountains, drawing
the enemy's attention to them, the scouts moved up the slopes by forested
mountain trails for two and a half days, and then they infiltrated through
the forward area 30-40 km in the enemy rear, off roads, across remote and
almost inaccessible sections. They traveled by azimuth, traveled day and
night, in fog and bad weather, struggled through bushes, cil:mbered over
steep slopes, descended into gorges and forded mountain brooks.

f

Concealing themselves in dense, overgrown. timberland along a -oad,
the scouts vigilantly observed movement of motor vehicles and trains, work
at railroad stations, spread out below in the valley. They chanced to meet
an enemy patrol. At the enemy's peremptory shout, the scouts threw grenades, fired submachine guns and then quickly hid themselves in the foet.
* The scouts were stalked again several times later on by enemy patrols.
* When tho scusrnoto od hystarted going bynight t h oa
peasants, wowillingly fed them adsupplied them with food. They slept
in the woods, not more than three hours a day, They slevy. by turns;~ one
was on watch and the other rested. U~pon fulfiling their mission, the
brav scouts returned to their unit and gave their headquarters valuable
inforuuation about the terrain, defensive works in depth and enemy roserves,.
We bring up still another example of acomplisment of a rcconnais-.
sanco mission in tho enemy rear, but this tim by a different mathiod. the
It was uli~ust daybreA- . Am titemy cargo carrier appeared on the road
which wound over the foreste.4 moutitain slope. ft quiekly approached a
Itarp cuirve. When it wos still a few mters froto the curv, a t .ll tree
previously fellad by the scouts foll to the road with a crush, blockingth
vehicle's way. 'the volticlo stopped. Two -soldiers,,together with the driver, JtMJed out of thd vehicle "And coVMAienCed a disor ni~ed firo. A.ftw anwering rotunds soundod from the woods. The soldiers who Jumped out of the
led, The Soviet scauts rani out of the woeds by the Liurvt of the *3untainA
roado set up hore 4s an Anbih and rn "to
u
h
An emy soldidr
uttexpvetiodly appearfod from the c"b with his hands up. [to vas speechlo.,s.
with fright,
At this tinc a light vehicle all ared Ott the road. Vie reconnais-ancd grov cowundor, Captaini N~banko, ordered the choufluge Coats to hec
drawn tighter, to that the forms would not b*visible, and no firing without his order. TMe scouti proceded to busy, themselves around the vChicle,
making it appear that they vote ropiiring the road. Arriving a few meters
fnw the obstruction. the light vdThiole stoppd.* An offitor leapcq' out of

i

Dubenko
the cab aimed
and asked;
a pistol
"What's
at him
going
on here?"
and said
In place
sharply:
ofup!"
an answer,
"Hands
Captain
The officer
fumbled with his holster, but our scouts quickly disarmed him. The driver
and a soldier found in the vehicle were taken prisoners. The vehicle
was
searched and our scouts had already set fire to it, when suddenly the
lookout warned of the approach of a five-ton truck.
But this time the enemy, carrying mail and staff documents, together
with freight, put up desperate resistance. Armed with automatic rifles
and
submachine guns, the enemy took cover under bags in the truck body and
opened fire. Our scouts did not lose their heads. With their first shots,
they killed the driver and put the vehicle out of commission. Knowing
the shots might bring help to the enemy any minute, Captain Dubenko suc-that
ceeded in ending the fight. Together with two scouts, he stole up to the
truck and killed the guard with grenades. A soldier and the officer escorting the staff documents and mail remained alive and were taken prisoner.

j!-

Reconnaissance group Captain Dubenko returned with a rich haul of
war materiel, bringing with him four soldiers and one officer a3 prisoners.
Three enemy motor vehicles blazed on the road where the abush had been.
This example is a graphic demonstration that reconnaissanwe can be
conducted successfully in the enemy
rear, if it is woll-organizel and if an
experienced, decisive and bravo officer
heads the group.

"..
*..-

Withdrawal of the scouts must be accomplished quickly avd in an organized manner; the main task in this is to break wwy from the enemy
noticed. If the enemy should pursue the group, the withdrawal must be tnadcomplished by leap-frogging and changing direction of'
ot
and,, whent
necessary, usitng rocky terrain and variouw moutain obstacles and setting
up aabushes for the purpose of inflicting losses on the ebemy-. Wowi~ded
dead, as welt as dtumn-ts and equipmit, taust wader to. circuastacs betAnd
left in the enemy rear.

A reconnuissatce eu may rn into enemy ambusha or

in mountains, especially wnder nighttie conditions, has a oups.Sunls
.tunning 0tfot,
..

and a smout with insufficient self-cotrol-

y frustrate completioa of the

assignent. The€elfore, fortaost in an unexeted aeting with the .et
to keep cool mnd to act skilfuliy atd rolutely. The quicker and tore
actively the group uporates, the earlier
Vill success coW.
-

In addition to the above-mntior,d uthods of obtaining intelligence
information in wuntains, scouts nay obtain inforoation about the terrain
and the enency by questioning local inhabitints, lfsever, it must be rome.ewoed that tee may be some with hostile ottitudes, as woll as proive;tours, soag theoo who may misinform the group and set up traps for At
icre is a cdaracteristic event, which took place in the Crimean moumtains
in 1942.
Early one norning, after an artillery boubardmnat by our batteries
an an enmy crowded in entrenchaments, our wits werc approahed by a man,
-64-

Ipam
e. .

I

I

who demanded that he be taken at once to the army headquarters, since he
was a partisan and wished to communicate very important information about
the enemy. lie had a terrible appearance; wearing only his underclothes,
ragged, dirty and blood-covered, he gave the impression of being a victim
of the Fascists. Sent to the army headquarters, the stranger reported that
he had been sent by the commander of a partisan detachment with a letter,
in which was set forth a request to be informed of a plan for joint action
against the Fascists. He also said that, when approaching the forward area,
he had been seized by enemy scouts and put into a shed, together with other
Soviet citizens. The letter had been taken away from him and, during his
interrogation, he had been beaten and threatened with shooting. During our
artillery attack on that area, the enemy guard had scattered and he had
succeeded in escaping. lie asked to be given a letter with the plan for
joint action for transmissior. to the partisan detachment commander. All
appeared to be in order. Nevertheless, a thorough investigation was made,
which showed that the fake partis:ni was a spy sent by the enemy scouts.
Therefore, in questioning local inhabitants, one must be very vigilant and
very cautious.
In mountainous terrain. communication with scouts operating in the
-enemy roar is veTy complex. Use of the sole means of c"ication
radio -- entails groat difficulties, since high mountains and moutain
ridges impede the spread of Iloectroma-gatic waves, absorbing uad reflecting
them.
Short- and partial very short-waves display the chara4cteristic of
.goig aroumd obstacles they encounter as they spread. ltuotver, in vie- of
the varId
, elief conditions, the spread of radio waves in, rious places
is unequal. Therefore, radio station, receivers and transmitter& must be
set on hilltops or., if this is not possible, on otie side of 4 montain *asIf the-re is a Wuntain massif lo..ted betreen radio stations, there
ut the foot. of the w-ttuitavt, where electru.ngnetic wavoes
say be dd
tones
canniot be recieved, In tis case, radio stations w-st be situated 2-$ km
fro* the foot of the mountdin, ia order -to got -out of the deoad zones.
of a

if tw cont powding radio stations are located ct opposte slows
6utaian, they aust be
to
as- close as possible to the peaks.

The presnc of rivtrs and streaw
s in *oltains f cilitates the estab)lishaent of redio comsazicatois betw en stations, oeon. Uhon separated
by larto wwntaiin barriers.
-dio operator-scouts aast learm All of these characteristics of
iications in mountains.
.ountatn retliet which influence radito aa

•

..
,5.
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Military operations of reconnaissance patrols, reconnaissance groups aad
reconnaissance detachments in o'intainous terrain
rei-onnaissance )atrols

SCombat

Combat reconnaissance patrols are sent out by small-unit commanders
(company, battalion) to conduct reconnaissance in the course of combat, especially during small-unit operations in mountainous terrain, when personal
observation of enemy operations and the terrain by the unit commander is
difficult.
Combat reconnaissance patrols are sent forard and to the flanks beyond the immediate area of visibility.
P tanks or armored personn-el q~jxrriers, and its
i%,4tQ
A patrol
-composition includes a chemical scout with apparatus for radiological and
chemical, rconnaissaace. Combat recotmaissance patrol operations are supported by fire from the small units from which they are sent out.
A patrol may be sent out on one of the following missions:

to determine enemy preparations for counteratta$ and, at the
same ti.mo, rule out his supriso actions by attacki. elemnts;"
..
*

.

"-.to detne wor. peci s.ly advantageous approheis to enemy. strg
points or routes of withdrawal from them;

to deteratii

the oatuwe of obstructions .especially

in defiles,
on passes, in holls
and other places), the prestnce of radiouctivo or.
chemically contkAnAted sections and the posibility of-bypassing.thom t:
...

--

to disclose uo ccupied or weakly defauded sections in eaeay poi-

to find ar covotennt wid hiddon routes for small.1-unt
aents in bynassing and oatlakitig the e o.y.

aovea

tnhbct retolinissanct patrols ofiorating in tanks or armored personnol carrierS conduct obsotA- oxiof the encmy on the hove, as a role- Wh n
necescmry. short stops Aro nade on thi reverse slotw-s of crests or pe, k.
ahead of sharp tirns on 4wwunait roads, as well, as before descending into
valloys (holl6ws); cover And e cfl4g6 meast.res 410 taken at tAOse times.

:!,

%Iien ohsorvation cannot he coanducted froe a tank (atrwed personnel
carrir), t0e cotlbat re'omaissancc patrol comander orgaaizOe disa VIted
e.b tak (aora~d personol carrir) is located under covor, and the scouts left beohind condtct all- rotwd observation of the terrain and, on the com=nd r's. signal of readiness, support his activities by

fire.
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Movement to a new observation site is conducted in accordance with
the situation and the company's rate of moverient. In the event that a
location contaminated with radioactive or chemical substances is discovered,
the combat reconnaissance patrol commander informs the small-unit commander
of this and, at the same time, takes steps to discover a bypass.
If a combat reconnaissance patrol discovers enemy movement to counterattack, it quickly notifies the unit commander, while continuing to establish more definitely by observation the advancing enemy's strength and
composition. Thus, for example, on one tactical exercise (Fig. 34) a rifle
squad under the command of Senior Sergeant Ponomarev, during an attack, re
ceived from the commander the mission: acting as a combat reconnaissance
patrol on the company left flank, go out to Hill 198.8 and find out if there
ivere any "enemy" and how many of them. Moving under cover to thenortheast
slopes of Hill 198.8, the squad commander discovered three "enemy" armored
personnel carriers with infantry, who apparently were preparing to'counter-
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pdermain of aeicombant

onanepto

during an attack

Key:

a. North
b. South

c. Combat reconnaissance-patrol
d. Ist Rifle Company

Senior Sergeant Ponomarev quicKly informed the Ist Rifle Company commander of this. Shortly afterwards mortar fire was opened on the "enemy,"

as a result of which his battle formation was broken up:

one "enemy" ar-

mored personnel carrier reached the northeast slopes of Hill 198.8 and was

fired on by scouts of Senior Sergeant Ponomarev's armored personnel carrier;
two other armored personnel carriers, not understanding the situation, abruptly turned and hid in the woods.
The "enemy" counterattack was broken up, and the company successfully
exploited its attack. The combat reconnaissance patrol continued to reconnoiter, covering i~s company's left flank.
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A tank platoon from a battalion may be chosen for a combat recon-

niassance patrol.
-I

A combat reconnaissance pat-ol of such a composition

might move in muntainous terrain in the following manner: during the time
the platoon commander's tank is moving toward the designated observation
shelter, the remaining tanks, taking up advantageous positions, remain in
place, prepared to support the movement of the ccmmander's tank by fire.

Since only the comnander's tank moves to the designated cover and takes up
a convenient position for observation and conduct of fire, on order of the
platoon commander, the remaining tanks move by bounds to the designated
shelter, covered by the commander's tank.

*

.4,rear

A combat reconnaissance patrol must overcome the enemy battle formation with maximum speed, knocking him cff his feet and clearing a route for
his small unit. If it is not possible to penetrate through the enemy battle

formation, the combat reconnaissance ratrol must find a way around to the
of the resisting enemy, with the aim of conducting further reconnaissance in its Unitts interest.
In case the combat reconnaissance patrol co:mander discovers an ene-

:j

my retreat, he notifies his commander, destroys the element

covering the

enemy retreat, and continues to cenduct reconnaissance, to determine more
exactly the enemy strength and his direction of retreat.
Combat reconnaissance patrols in moutains are the antennae of the

small unit, without which, in the sharply broken terrain conditions, the
military operations of the small unit will be very much hindered and will
be conducted blindly.
Reconnaissance group.
A reconnaissance group may be sent out to conduct reconnaissance on
the march and during a meeting engagement, during an attack, during pursuit

of the enemy, in defense, during withdrawal and during movement into position.
A reconnaissance group may execute the following missions.
On the march -- to spot the enemy, to determine his strength, the
presence of artillery and nuclear weapons delivery means, to reconnoiter
the passability and condition of its unit's route of movement.
In a meeting engagement -- to establish the enemy line of deployment,
his strength, composition and presence of nuclear weapons delivery means,
to reconnoiter the terrain in our units' direction of operations.

*

On the attack -- to establish enemy strength and the nature of his
operations, the presence of nuclear weapons delivery means; to reveal the
nature of engineer defense positions, weak points in the defenses and gaps
in the battle formation; to spot the sites of various enemy obstacles, to
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find routes around them or places for taking them; to reconnoiter the area
of a nuclear explosion; to conduct terrain reconnaissance.

During pursuit of the enemy -- to spot his retreating column and to
determine its direction of retreat; to determine the presence of enemy nuclear weapons delivery means; to reveal the strength and composition of
screening elements and lines on which they occupy defenses; to locate obstacles and obstructions, bypasses around them and places for taking them.
During defensive combat -- to determine the strength and nature of

enemy actions to drive a wedge in the defenses, the presence of open enemy
flanks, the dispositions of nuclear weapons delivery means, weak spots in
the battle formation, to reveal the composition and nature of airborne landing operations, in case the enemy uses them.
During withdrawal of our forces -- to establish the time enemy pursuit begins, his strength and composition.
During movement into position -- to spot the enemy, tG determine his

direction of movement, strength, composition and the presence of nuclear
weapons delivery means.
A reconnaissance group will receive a reconnaissance direction or
objective. In all cases, it must attempt to seize prisoners, to reveal the
presence of nuclear weapons delivery means and to inform its commander in
good time.
For conducting reconnaissance ahead of the front, on the flanks and
in the depths of the enemy battle formation, a reconnaissance group will go
* out as a reinforced platoon; however, it may be sent out in mountains, conforming to terrain conditions, as a reinforced squad.

Reconnaissance groups must include combat engineers, as well as
chemical scouts for conduct of radiation and chemical reconnaissance.
If the mountains are not high and have good roads, a reconnaissance
group is sent out in tanks or armored personnel carriers. The composition
of the group may be 3-6 tanks or armored amphibious reconnaissance patrol
vehicles and 1-2 motorcycles. Such a group composition has been corroborated by experience on military exercises. 2-3 patrol vehicles may be detached from its complement toward the basic direction of operations. It is
recommended that patrol vehicles be sent out in mixed pairs (armored amphibious reconnaissance patrol vehicle -- motorcycle, armored amphibious reconnaissance patrol vehicle -- tank, motorcycle -- tank).

However,.in almost

inaccessible terrain, it is better to use a single type of vehicle.
In terrain with high, rocky mountaias, gorges, ravines, narrow valleys and forested mountains, which have an insufficient number of passable

roads, the conduct of reconnaissance in tanks, armored personnel carriers
and motor vehicles is extremely limited, and sometimes is ruled out. In
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these cases, in contrast to level terrain,
:-

*

onnaissance is conducted on

foot.

Fields of view and fields of fire are restricted in forested mountain terrain, and speed of movement is significantly reduced also; therefore, as experience on military excrcises has shown, the distance between
a reconnaissance group and its unit will not be greater than 6-8 km during
operations in tanks and armored personnel carriers, and 1.5-2 km during
operations on foot.
A reconnaissance group conducts reconnaissance in mountains in an
assigned direction by successive surveys of commanding heights and observation from them, ambushes and, when necessary, by fighting.
Taking into consideration the possibility that the enemy will set up
ambushes, even in places where it is hard to imagine meeting him, it is always necessary to take security measures, organizing outposts and thorough
surveys of various kinds of features encountered en route.
When operating on reconnaissance in mountains, it is alwaysnecessary.
to remember that even two-three enemy soldiers, concealed in some almost
inaccessible rocky section, may inflict losses on our scouts and frustrate
fulfillment of their assigned task.
During operations in armored personnel carriers or tanks, surveys of
the terrain and terrain features are conducted directly from the tank (armored personnel carrier). During operations on foot, patrols are sent out
to survey the terrain and terrain features ahead on the route of movement
to the distance of direct visibility.
Flank patrols are not sent out in mountains, since almost inaccessible terrain almost rules out their movement parallel to the line of the
reconnaissance group, and they usually drop behind or move far to the side
and get lost. However, in case it is necessary, in the course of a reconnaissance, to examine some terrain feature or other to the side of the route
of movement, scouts in the reconnaissance group must always be ready for
operation to the side of the main route of movement (during reconnaissance
operations in vehicles, one or two vehicles are sent out). They move together with the reconnaissance group main force; when the necessity arises
for inspecting a terrain feature to one side of the group route of movement (for example, to examine a road, trail or gorge leading off to one
side, a grove, a pass and so forth), they are sent out on the commander's
order to examine this feature, and they return to the group when they complete the task.

Observation on the move in mountains is very difficult, and most
often is impossible, because of the sharply broken terrain. Therefore,
when a reconnaissance group enters a region where meeting the enemy is likely, the commander must halt the main force under cover and, having selected
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a convenient point to one side of his route of movement, sends a patrol ve-

hicle (pair of scouts) there to observe.
Every time patrols move away from the reconnaissance group main
force, it will be to determine specific terrain and situation conditions;
however, in mountainous terrain this distance will not be greater than 300400 m when operating in tanks (armored personnel carriers) and 150-200 m
while on foot. If a reconnaissance group is operating on foot, it must avoid roads and trails; it is better and safer to move by the slopes of
peaks, taking cover on passes, using rocky terrain and lines which give the
possiblity of operating secretly.
If there is a ridge along the general
sance, it is more advantageous to move along
enemy. But when moving along the slope of a
ducted from the slope opposite him, and from
gorges encountered en route, since the enemy
these places.
:

direction of the reconnaisits slopes, unnoticed by the
ridge, observation must be contransverse ridges, hollows and
often will set up ambushes in

tro
Forested mountain terrain frequently is so greatly broken that patrols cannot maintain eye contact with the reconnaissance group main force

as a means of sending visual signals.

In these cases, it is recommended

that intercommunication by maintained by intermediate patrols (between the
group and main patrols), and, likewise, conforming to the situation, use of

sound signals. Most often such signals may be disguised as calls of birds,
animals and so forth.
Scouts operating in mountains will often find it necessary to ford
mountain rivers.
Considering the nature of mountain rivers it is best of
all to get over the ford: when the current is up to 2 m/sec -- at a depth
of not more than 1 m; when the current is 2-3 m/sec -- not greater than 0.7
m; when the current is 4 m/sec -- not greater than 0.5 m. Considering that
the bottoms of mountain rivers are usually uneven and very rocky, it is
very difficult to cross them in armored personnel carriers and motor vehicles.

To cross successfully under these conditions requires cleaning and
levelling the bottom beforehand and thoroughly trained drivers.
Tanks must ford mountain rivers with swift currents by moving at an
angle of 300 to the bank against the current.
In crossing mountain rivers in amphibious tanks and armored person.nel carriers, when afloat they are directed at an angle against the current
which takes into account the probable drift from the intended exit site on
the opposite bank.
During night operations, the reconnaissance group complement must include means of firing equipped with night vision apparatus. Night vision
apparatus may be used for communications, orientation in mountains, finding
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bypasses in almost inaccessible areas, as well as for spotting enemy infrared apparatus. In addition, at night, on order of higher headquarters,
light reference points may be provided for showing directions, in the direction of the group's operation and, when necessary, in its positions.

Patrols must be kept apart at night, but at some specified distance,
so that they may see, hear, understand and support each other.
Sharply broken mountainous terrain often requires patrols to operate
separately, isolated from neighboring patrols; therefore, they must always
be ready to act independently, decisively and with initiative.
For successful operation in mountainous terrain, it is always necessary to attempt to occupy a commanding height or terrain, since to be higher will always be a more advantageous location than to be situated below.
Patrol vehicles (foot patrols) on reconnaissance must pay attention
in the most thorough manner to intelligence indications by which the enemy
may be detected. It is necessary to act quickly and decisively, so as not
to delay the progress of the reconnaissance group main force.
A reconnaissance group main force must maintain a state of readiness
to support patrols or to repel sudden enemy attacks, During the time of
movement, the reconnaissance group observes patrols, the air and all sides
as well.
When meeting the enemy or detecting some sign of his presence in a
given area, patrols must inform the reconnaissance group commander quickly

of this. After this, the commander personally goes to the patrol location
and observes the enemy from there. Then, in accordance with the existing
situation, he makes the most advantageous decision.
When meeting small groups or single vehicles of the enemy, the commander may decide to take them prisoner, but if it is not possible to take
them prisoner -- to destroy them. The best method for capturing or destroying small enemy groups is ambush.
In case the reconnaissance group discovers an enemy approach in
force, it is more advantageous to avoid combat and to set up observation of

the enemy, with the aim of determining his strength and the nature of his
operation. Subsequently, the reconnaissance group moves around the enemy,
using folds in the terrain, and continues to reconnoiter in the previous
direction.
It may turn out that the effort to avoid clashing with the enemy and
to secretly go around him may not be successful. In this event, the reconnaissance group commander, without delay, gives the order to open fire on
the enemy with all means of fire, and then to attack him skilfully and resolutely with his whole force, to attempt to seize prisoners and to obtain
necessary information.
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Reconnaissance detachment

A reconnaissance detachment in mountains may be sent out during difierent types of troop combat activities:
on the march and during meeting
engagements, during offensive combat, during pursuit, on the defene in the
absence of immediate contact with the enemy, as well as during withdrawal
of the troops.

A reconnaissance detachment may fulfil the following missions.
On the march -- to spot the approach of enemy forces and presence
of his nuclear weapons delivery means, as well as to determine his strength
and lines of deployment for combat; to determine the passability of roads,
and presence and nature of obstacles and obstructions.
During offensive combat -- to ascertain the enemy's center of resistance, locations of firing means emplacements, especially nuclear weapons delivery means; to reveal the presence of radioactively and chemically
contaminated sections; to determine the nature of obstacles arising as a
result of nuclear explosions, the condition of routes and their suitability
for movement of all kinds of troops; to ascertain the approach of enemy reserves, their strength and lines of deployment for counterattack; to determine the start and direction of enemy retreat.
During pursuit of the enemy -- to establish the strength and composition of enemy screening units; to spot the approach of enemy reserves and
their use; to determine the state of readiness of the enemy to use nuclear
weapons; to determine the nature of obstacles and obstructions.
On defense when not in close contact with the enemy -- to establish
in good time the strength, composition and direction of operations of enemy
reconnaissance and forward units, the approach of the main force, area of
concentration and line of departure for attack; to reveal the presence of
enemy means of nuclear weapons use and procedure for their utilization; in
defensive combat on the move -- to reconnoiter flanks and junctions.
'

inThe organization and nature of reconnaissance detachment operations
in mountains are influenced by the following features:.
.. an insignificant number of routes for detachment movement, especially for wheeled and tracked vehicles;
the steepness and tortuotness of ascents and descents, which
greatly reduce the reconnaissance detachment's speed of movement;
-- movement of wheeled vehicles is more difficult, even on comparatively gentle ascents and descents because or icu cover in winter dine;
-- the nature of mountainous terrain, which favors widespread enemy
use of ambush, construction of obstructions in narrow passages, blowing up
of bridges, qrossings and individual sections of roads;
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a large number of dead areas and hidden approaches, which limit observation of the enemy and effectiveness of fire.
--

I

A reconnaissance detachment operating in mountains, as a rule, will be
road bound. If it is assigned a reconnaissance zone, including several directions, it has to send out patrols in every one of these directions.
However, in view of the separation among these directions, communications
among patrols and control of them will be greatly hampered or quite unrealizable. Therefore, patrols are converted into separate, independent reconnaissance elements, not having contact with the reconnaissance detachment
main force. From this, it follows that reconnaissance detachments operating in mountains must be assigned, not a zone, but a direction for reconnaissance.
The composition of a reconnaissance detachment operating in mountains
more often -- a reinforced rifle company in armored personnel carriers or a

tank company; however, in many cases, the composition of a reconnaissance
detachment may be mixed (motorized rifle element, tanks, armored personnel
carriers, motorcycles), but during operations in particularly difficult
sections a reconnaissance detachment may be completely on foot. It all
will depend on mountainous terrain conditions, but, in all cases, the composition of a reconnaissance detachment must include motorized infantry.
The battle formation of a reconnaissance detachment operating in mountainous terrain differs from that on level terrain. The distance between a
reconnaissance patrol and the detachment main force must not exceed 1.5-2
kin, while on level terrain this distance will be 10-15 km and more,
The number of reconnaissance patrols sent out by the reconnaissance
detachment is determined by the detachment commander, depending on conditions, the nature of the terrain and the presence of roads. If the enemy
is at a considerable distance, it is sufficient to have one reconnaissance
patrol forward; as the areai of probable encounter with Vie enemy is approached, the number of patrols in mountainous terrain may be increased to
three or four, or even to five.
During operations in almost inaccessible mountainous terrain, patrols
quickly become exhausted; therefore, the reconnaissance detachment commander must provide for their replacement by previously formed and readyfor-action supplementary patrols among the personnel of the main force.
For sarvey of terrain to the side of the main route of movement, as a
rule, foot patrols, composed of physically well-prepared and clever scouts,
are sent out to a distance of not greater titan 300-500 m from the reconnaissance detachment main force. After the detachment main force passes
through, the foot patrols rejoin the reconnaissance detachment, and there
must be other patrols in the deachment main force ready for dispatch in
now directions.
During past wars, reconnaissance detachments operating in mountains
employed the followIng battle formations. The advance point moved at a
tI
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distance of 1-2 km ahead of the reconnaissance detachment main force. The
rear point moved 500 m from the detachment main force. In those cases in
which the terrain did not permit the use of wheeled or tracked vehicles,
foot patrols were sent out. Thus, for example, a reconnaissance detachment
opera .ing in the Carpathians conducted reconnaissance in the battle forma-

k

'tion

shown in Fig. 35.
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Fig. 3S: Battle formation of a reconnaissance
detachment in the Carpathians (1944)
(Key:

a. Advance point
b. Rear point
c. Left flank patrol (3-5 men)
d. Right flank patrol (3-5 men)
In preparing a plan for operating in mountains, the reconnaissance dotatemont commander, depending on the nature of the terrain, must provide
routes which insure the greatest speed of movement and maneuverability of
patrols and the detachment main force. lie also must take into account the
steepness of ascents and descents in estimating the speed of movement en
route and must det+,rmine the detachment speed of movement over various sections of the route. The steeper the ascent, the slower the movement must
be and the more frequent the halts. Movement of the detachment to contact
with the enemy must be carried out with maximum speed. When the detachment
finds itself in immediate proximity to the enemy forwarxl units, it must
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move by bounds from one turn of the road to another; all trails and roads
which intersect the detachment's main route must be surveyed thoroughly by
supplementary patrols sent out from the reconnaissance detachment main
force complement, as a sudden enemy strike on the reconnaissance detachment
main force flanks and rear is possible from these directions in mountains.
Uoving through defiles on narrow roads on which deployment is difficult and encountering, ahead and above, places where the enemy might be,
several concealed armored personnel carriers (tanks) should be left behind,
so that they may be ready to open fire on the enemy and to cover the reconnaissance detachment attack or withdrawal.
In addition, during movement by such roads, it is necessary to consider the possibility of hostile air attack, for which the distance between
elements of the reconnaissance detachment main force must be increased.
During aerial attacks, the reconnaissance elements at the head of the detachment must rush ahead.
It is best to reconnoiter an eneay in movement
places. Therefore, sometimes it is advantageous to
enemy column into a valley or to speed up movement,
screening force and to occupy a place which insures
We corroborate this with an example.

in valleys and narrow
await the entry of an
to knock out the enemy
a good field of view.

In 1944 the enemy retreated through the Lomnitsa River valley in a

northwesterly direction in the vicinity of the small town of Peregin'sko.
Reconnaissance detachmont commander, Captain Levchenko, was given the mission of making an end run around tho retreating enemy column, determining
its composition and cutting its retreat route (Fig. 36).
11is was the composition of the reconnaissance detaehment- a rifle
battalion in vehicles, 10 self-propelled guns with a submachine gun party,
and an artillery battery.
At 0600 hrs, 28 July 1944, the reconnaissance detachment departed the
MaYdan area to accomplish the mission, An advance point was at the heai of
the movement. The detachment moved on the same route on which tl'c onromy
was retreating, because there was no alternato route before otering the
valley in the vicinity of Peregintsko.
At 0800 hrs the advance point commander reported that he had reached
Nebyluv, and that the retreating enemy elemont was moving by the Lomnitsa
River valley in the direction of Ollkhuvka, In addition, he reported that
there was a road in the vicinity of Nabyluv by which the entny could be outdistanced.
Receiving this information, the reconnaissance detachment cofantder decided to annihilate the enemy column in the vicinity of 0l'khuvka. This
was the plan: the self-propelled guns with their party to outdistance the
coluim in the Ol'khuvka vicinity, to cut the road by which it moved and. to
annihilate it by simultaneous strikes at the head and tail.
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56, Reconnaissance detachment
operations in the vicinity of the
town of Poragin'sko in 1944
Key:
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a. 0O11 huvk a
Small town of Poregin'sko
c. Neby luv

d. T'o Mk4ydan
c . Lomnitsa
orlen
Reconnaissance detachment
By 0930 hrs the self-propelled guns with infantry parth hed passed
ahead of the enemy,by the altorn~ato Toute, unnoticed by him. and htkd occuthe only rold byapied
which he moved. 1e self-propeled guns e t into
positionz along the road and began to wait for the enemy. As soon as the
of the column approached. fire was opened. The enemy,, not expecting
the sudden onslaught of the scouts, thro away their ars in Ipaniv "and,
showing any organt~zed resistance, yielded themselves prisonters. lit
all, in the vicinity of O1'khuvka the !couts too S60 soldiers and of
ricbrs prisoners and plenty of different kinds of equilont.
As combat experience shows, in the process of accomplishing a mission,
a reconnaissance detachment frequently has to conduct reconnaissance Whi e
fighting. Cdonducting reconnaissance while fighting in eoutainous terrain
1), u
g.2br
A reconnaissance detachment attracts the
enemy's attetion t she front ith a stall aount ry fir, yhile the mai
fose launches .t nvelopment or a deep turninh movem-ent, so as to reach
the enemy bynte flank ortear and them ayihilate him.
If A enemy defensivee
is sptted in the direction of recon aissince detacment operations, the reconnaissance detaclment comander tst
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organize a reconnaissance with the task of determining the enemy strength
his defensive front, the nature of defensive works,, gaps and flanks. Special attention must be directed to reconnoitering enemy nuclear attack

In order to obtain reconnaissance data communicated from aircraft conducting reconnaissance, a radio receiver will be provided to the reconnaissance detachment commander on order of the commander dispatching the reconnaissance detachment.
When a reconnaissance detachment encounters an enemy reconnaissance or
measures must be taken not to give itself away, using the
broken mountain terrain, going around the enemy and returning to its main
force. This is a basic requirement, which the reconnaissance detachment
must strive to fulfil. However, circumstances may develop in such a way
that the reconnaissance detachment cannot go around the enemy forward units
and must clash with them. In this case, the detachment suddenly attacks
them, captures prisoners and documents and, after that, using hidden ap-

joutpost,all
*

L

proaches, reaches their main force for the purpose of determining his comnposition and direction of movement.
Die main obstacle to the utilization of a motori:ed reconnaissance
detachment in mountains is the absence of roads, and in those directions in
which there are roads, -- the steepness of ascents and descents, as well as
their narrowness, frequent curves and twists in roads and trails, usually
winding over rocky spurs of mountain ridges.

"

S

ia

Military vehicles can be used in sectors which have siopos of up to
45* and which are free of talus and large rocks. Experience in combat Uperations in postwar exercises, h"ever, shows that. notwithstanding the difficulties of using tanks and awuored personnel carriers in reconaissance,
they find wide use in moun',ains when they are equipped appropriately, move.went is well-organized and driver personnel are exceptionully well-trainud.
The use of tanks and ar~ored porsomel carriers is particularly advantageons when the reconnaissance must capture isolated points and defiles, covor rifle element ctiutns and negotiate sectors (areas) whore there has been
nuclear explosion.
In considering recotaissamce Cetachminxnt operations, it is especially
necessary to speak of terrain reconnaissance in mountains, since the success of our troops deponds in great measure otT the completion of those missions. Terrain reconnaissance is conducted for the purpose of detertining
the nature and features of the relief, natural obstacles and terrain features, condition of soil and roads, determining the degree of influence of
the terrain on its troops' and the enemy's dispositions and operations and,
especially, on the use of nuclear weapons, other weans of mass destruction
and protection from them.
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Features of terrain surveys in mountains by reconnaissance elements
Survey of ravines (gorges, hollows)
Sudden actions on the part of the enemy must be expected in ravines,
narrow mountain passages, and on roads and trails. It is in just these
places most of all that the enemy will set up ambushes and conduct raids.
Therefore, ravines, gorges and hollows must undergo thorough surveys. In
doing this, special attention must be given to survey of peaks at the sides
of ravines. For this purpose, patrols must climb the slopes of peaks on
both sides of gorges and survey them thoroughly from above.

Sthey

Reconnaissance groups may move through a gorge if patrols inform the
commander of the enemy's absence, A reconnaissance group main force moves
along the bottom of a ravine (gorge), provided that patrols moving along
the slopes or ridges are in echelon ahead of the group, that is, so that
have the opportunity of warnir- the recoauiaissanmc group of -the enemy's
presence in good time.
If a gorge (ravine) is encountered on the route of movement, which goes
to the side of the main route, the reconnaissance group cornander must send
supplementary, patrol vehicles or foot patrols to survey them. Only after
receiving information of the enemy's absence from such places may the recwtnaissanco group continue its movement on the given route.
A reconnaiSSance group conducts a survey of a paak by moving or, its
slopes or by moving around its base. A survey of a peak can be made by going across its crest, but for this the reconnaissance group coander sends
out foot patrols or, if the terra-in permits, patrol vehicles to survey the
reverse slopes. A patrol vehicle (patrols) .movesout secretly to the crest
for the purpose of observilg the totxrainl aheid. If the enemy is not discovered, the group comander is so inforeid, after which the recomissanco
group crosses over the peak.
If there are sdeverl peaks on the rtconnais-ace group 's route of uuvc%ont. they must be surveyed in succession, one after the other.
iollovs, ravines, groves, bushes , boulders and so foith on the heights
--&
ust
: be inspectd~ with particular thoroghness, since it is at suc plces
that the ene m Wst often sets up aubusihas.
Survey of poplatc4 places
Populate d places and separate buildings in the wauntains are most often
situated at a
untahi's base, on aountain slpo~s and the entrances of
gorges.
It mist be rcencred that the cntcay usually will uot occupy populated places in forest-d rountain terrain, but will be situated on heights.
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Defenses of a populated plac' situated in a low place (in a gorge)
will not be constructed by the enemy on its outskirts, but on the heights
surrounding the populated place. Survey of a populated place i, mountains,
thus is conducted from a mountain slope,
Patrols must enter populated places secretly, from the kitchen gardens,
gardens, vineyards and the back parts of dwellings. Subsequently, patrols
survey buildings on the outskirts, and if there are local inhabitants, it is
compulsory to interrogate them with such questions as: are there or are
there not any enemy, and what kind; when was the enemy here, in what
strength and where did he go.
Patrols must take all precautionary measures when moving along streets
or the outskirts of populated places and particularly suspicious structures
should be surveyed. Nothing may be touched, since anything may be boobytrapped; the use of provisions left by the enemy is forbidden also.
When a patrol vehicle (patrols) reaches tile opposite *-utskirts, it must
thooughly survey the terrain ahead. If there is no enemy, the "No enemy"
signal is given and the patrol veh.,cle Cpatrols) continue to carry out the
assigned mission.
A reconnaissance group main force must stay under -over outside a populated place as long as the patrols have not copleted th survey; only aftor this does the group ontinuo movement.
A rev
edges from
the woods,
by various

inaissanee group begins a survey of woods by observation of its
a wull-CovOred place. While obso:ing the edge of the Woods and
it is recessary to attapt to establish the presence of the enemy
is.

The
ray be s*gns of the vnuy's prov,'ice in w oods: tank aud
raollsyt.
vehicle track: eatering or leaving the woods; tneasy bird fl igit broknt
b ranchos and ragge4 bark on trenes; carpfire sokc; glitter of"optical apparatu le'ses mid so forth.
If signs of the eew presence ilt the Woods Ae ;ot discoveretd, patrol
vehicles (patrols) are sent out to survey udte wods, but the rcconuaissalwc
group mia force stays mWidr covct, observing the patrol vehicles.
It the onaW is not found it the edge of the woods, patrol vehicles
(foot pgtrols) give a tgnal to the group cowandar; upon
'cci
ing a docim.
sion froo him, re-n aissance in the depth-, of the woods begins
Survey of wooded sections at muntainous terrati frequently 'Will be
couducted on foot by a reconnaissance group, siunce reconnaissance "re-6
operations in tanks and amored person.el carriers, in view of especilly
difficult road conitions, is very tuch hindered.
W9hen surveing woods, bushes and groves, patrols give particular ottention to searching for aineofields, cotaziuatcd areas and other obstructions
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prepared by the enemy. When conducting reconnaissance in weods, their
edges, treetops, thick undergrowth, ravines, pits, obstructions, rockpiles,
;nd other places which are convenient for arrangement of ambushes by the
enemy are subjected to a thorough survey.
If the woods ar-e not ' go, patrols will comb them at eye-contact distance, but the reconnais. %.e group main force bypasses small woods or
groves.
While patrols survey the edge of a woods, the reconnaissance group remains under cover, prepared to support them. The reconnaissance group commander personally observes the patrol activity and, when he is certain that
the patrols have entered the woods, brings the reconnaissance group up to
the woods.
When moving through woods, the main force follows the patrols at a
shortened distance, moving non-stop at the greatest possible speed. Observation at this time is very thorough on all sides, and weapons are prepared
to open fire quickly. Before leaving the woods, patrols make a short halt
at the edge of the woods and survey the terrain ahead.
Not spotting the enemy or signs of his presence, patrols so inform the

commander of the reconnaissance group and continue to carry out the assigned
mission, and the group main force exits from the woods after them.
Survey of mountain r~vers

Mountain streams and rivers pose serious obstacles to movement, although more fords may be found in mountain rivers than in rivers on level
terrain.
Survey of rivers determines: river width and current speed; river bottom soil; the presence of rapids and whirlpools in the river; the nature of
the banks (precipitous, steep, forest covered); whether there are fords and
their nature; passability; from where and which roads and trails approach
the river in the reconnaissance sector; the presence of materials for improvising river fords and crossings; the presence of obstructions installed

on the river bottom by the enemy.
In reconnoitering the ford it is necessary to determine the depth of
the ford, current speed, length and width, hidden approaches to the ford,
steepness of the descent to the ford and the exit from the river, passability of the ford for every kind of unit.
A reconnaissance group survey of a river must begin w'th a reconnaissance of approaches to it. Spotting no enemy on approaches to the river,
the reconnaissance group commander sends out patrols (patrol vehicle) for a
first-hand surv.ey of the river.
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Patrols (patrol vehicle), using hidden approaches, move up as close as
possible to the river and organize observation of its banks.
In conducting observation, they determine the current speed, the nature of the banks and possible crossing places, sites for launching crossing-landing means, the presence of mine-explosive barriers, the presence
of explosive barriers in the water (established by means of trawling with
the help of a "grappling hook," thrown into the water from shelter).

After this, if assignud the task of reconnoitering the opposite bank,
patrols, screened by the reconnaissance group main force, cross to the opposite bank by fording or using available materials and occupy a convenient
site for observation. If the opposite bank is occupied by the enemy, the
reconnaissance group commander notifies the commander dispatching the group
of this and sets up observation of the enemy from his bank.
If there is a bridge or some other kind of crossing over the river.
the reconnaissance group must survey the terrain around the crossing and
define hidden approaches. Patrols, screened by the group and using the
sharply broken terrain, move as close as possible to the crossing and ascertains the presence of the enemy and the nature of the bridgeheads, and
estimates the carrying capacity, roadway width and length of the bridge.
This is the basic procedure for survey of terrain and various terrain
features in mountains by a reconnaissance group.
Radiation and chemical reconnaissance
All reconnaissance agencies operating in mountains, regardless of
their composition, must not only conduct reconnaissance of the enemy and
terrain, but must, at any time and in all circumstances, conduct radiation
and chemical reconnaissances.
Radiation and chemical reconnaissance is carried out by chemical
scours speciilly assigned to reconnaissance agencies and equipped with
special apparatus for radiation and chemical reconnaissance. However, not
only specialists, but all scouts in a reconnaissance agency complement,
must be able to conduct radiation and chemical reconnaissance.
Radiation and chemical reconnaissance in mountains will be conducted

mainly along roads, trails, country roads, in gorges, valleys and on passes.
When organizing a reconnaissance, it must be taken into account that
the persistence of poisonous substances is increased in forested mountain

terrain, and that contaminated air moves a long way in valleys and gorges.
During a reconnaissance, particular attention is paid to obstructions
bridges, ravines, gorges and other places where it is convenient to establish chemical contamination.
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In conducting reconnassance, it must be considered that mountain relief may have a strong influence on the fall of radioactive dust from a nuclear explosion cloud, shifting it away from the prevailing wind direction.
This may lead to a number of cases in which areas located further from the
axis of movement of the nuclear explosion cloud may be more heavily contaminated than areas closer to it.
Small unit radiation-chemical reconnaissance operations in mountains

entails, as in all reconnaissance agencies in general, additional difficulties. Off-road movement of armored personnel carriers (motor vehicles) in
nearly inaccessible terrain frequently is ruled out, and small units must
carry out the reconnaissance mission on foot, which takes considerably more
time and effort.
Chemical reconnaissance patrols (KhRD) carry out radiation and chemical reconnaissance, in addition to observation. A chemical reconnaissance
patrol usually consists of 3-S chemical scouts. A Datrol is supplied with
appropriate radiation and chemical reconnaissance apparatus for conducting
reconnaissance. The reconnaissance detachment (group) commander determines the location of the chemical reconnaissance patrol on the basis of
the specific situation; he may operate either in the patrol or in the column of the detac ment (group) main force.
A chemical ieconnaissance patrol in the complement of a reconnaissance detachment

,(group)
may reconnoiter and mark sections of the route

which are contamii ated with poisonous and radioactive substances,
find
ways around coitaminated sections of roads and terrain. Having discovered
the presence of rdioactive contamination, a cherical reconnaissance patrol
determines the bou dary of the contaminated sector and guards it with appropriate signs, s multaneously marking the direction for bypassing zones
with high radiatioi levels.
Conclusion
Operations of s

uts in mountains entail great difficulties.

Therefore, perso nel of reconnaissance elements must possess high
moral-fighting qualities.

Only scouts who are completely devoted to the work of the Communist
Party and the Soviet government, and who wholeheartedly love their native
land, can successfully accomplish any mission and, notwithstanding any difficulties of mountainous terrain conditions whatever, obtain valuable information about the enemy. Heroism, will to win, activity and speed of
operation, military cunning, sharpwittedness and resourcefulnes -- these
are qualities inherent in cur scouts, which must be cultivated in the
course of everyday polit" ,.and military training.

Successful operation of reconnaissance elements in mountainous terrain, apart from the high moral-physical qualities of scouts, depends on
their physical readiness, their possession of certain skills and ability to
operate in mountains.
Different mountainous terrain conditions exert an influence on the organization and conduct of reconnaissance by various methods. One or another means or method of reconnaissance operations in mountains can be used
effectively only if they are used in conformance with specific conditions
of terrain and situation.
-

In order to overcome obstacles, scouts must use the most advantageous
methods. The scout who stands before every obstacle, not knowing how to
overcome it, is helpless. Therefore, scouts must be well-trained in the

techniques of overcoming various mountain obstacles and in the proper useof mountain equipment..The basic mission of reconnaissance in different types of troop combat
activities in mountains, as on level terrain, is the reconnaissance of enemy nuclear weapons delivery means and other important objectives,-withwhich to insure the possibility of timely and more effective- use 6f our
strike means. Apart from reconnaissance of the enemy, terrain reconnaissance is conducted-for the purpose of insuring the opportun, safe and secret movement of our elements.

Skill in conducting reconnaissance gives very great aid to a commander
in arriving at decisions wh4 ch will be most favorable to the success of our

troops' operations.

V.
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